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An experimental study was perfonned to investigate the influenceoffreestream

turbulence with coherent vertical structures on stagnation region heat transfer. A heat

transfer model with a cylindrical leading edge was tested in a low speed wind tunnel at

Reynolds numbers ranging from 67.750 to 142.250 based on leading edge diametero fthe

model. Grids of parallel rods with diameters 2.86 em, 1.59 cm and 0.95 cm were used to

generate the freestrearn turbulence with well-defined primary vonex lines. The grids were

placed at several locations upstream of the heat transfer model in orientations where the

rods were perpendicular and parallel to the stagnation line. Hot-wire anemometry was

freestream turbulence was characterized using the turbulence intensity. integral lengrh

scale. lateral velocity and vonicit yfluctuating component . Theturbulence intensityand

the ratio of integral length scale to leading edge diameter were in the range of 3.93 to

11.78% and 0.07 to 0.7. respectively. Characteristics of coherent vertical structures

downstrearnofthe gridswereexamined by analyzing the isotropy cf turbulence.uateral

velocity and vorticity fluctuating components and the wavelet energy spectra of the

lateral fluctuating velocity components downstream of the turbulence grids. Heat transfer

coeftic ients were estimated by measuring the temperature distribut ion and the heat flux.

The grids with rods perpendicular to the stagnation line. where the primary vertical

structures are expecred to be perpendicular to the stagnation line. resultin higher heat

transfertban those with rods parallel to the stagnation line. Thedifferenceberweenthe



two grid orientations was more pronounced for the bigger rod-grids. The measured heat

transfer data and freestream turbulence characteristics were compared with existing

correlation models. An attempt to predict the heat transfer augmenrationatthestagnation

line due to the turbulence with coherent vonical structures using a neural network was

made. A new correlation for the stagnation line heat transfer. which includes the

spanwisefluctual ingvonicilycomponents, has been developed.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Importance of Stagnation Region Heat Transfer

Stagnation region heat transfer in the presence of freestream turbulence is

important in a number of common engineering applications. For example, in heal transfer

devicessuchasboilersandlubularhealexchangers,thecross-flow over the lubes results

in a stagnation region. Heal transfer in the stagnaticn region is significantly augmented

when the freestream becomes turbulent. The augmentation in heat transferdepen ds on the

flow characteristics, physicalp ropen ieso fthefluid, shape, size and surface roughness of

Ihe stagnation region. Stagnation region heal transfer is probably the rnost critical in the

blunt leading edge region of gas turbine airfoils where the temperature of the combustion

gases often exceeds the allowable temperature limit of the blade materials, As a ten

percent increase in the turbine inlet temperature from the current level of 1950 K can

resull inan approximale40% increase inspecificpoweroutpul,inkWlkgls,ofagas

lurbine (Lakshminarayana, 1996), modem gas turbine engines lend lo use increasingly

higher turbine inlet temperatures, Turbine inlet temperatures are, however, limited by the

allowable turbine blade metal temperature. While newer blade materials such as ceramic

composites and ceramic coatings are underdevelopment. the usual practice to achieve

higher inlet temperatures is through turbine blade cooling. The cooling is usually

accomplished by bleeding air from Ihe compressor outlet and directing iI through cooling

channelsonlheblade(Figurel.l ).TheeffeCIivenessofthecoolinglechniqueis



important since a smaller cooling airflow requirement would lead to a higher overall

efficiency of the turbine. A great deal of research on improving both blade cooling

systems and allowable metal temperatures has been performed over the last few decades

(Hannis and Smith. 1982; LeGrives. 1986). Significant improvements in blade cooling

techniques have produced greater increases in turbine inlet temperaturethandevelopment

ofbellermaterialtechnology (seeFigure 1.2). While modem gas turbines operate at

turbineinlettemperaturesofaboutI500 °C.advancedbladecoolingtechniques keep the

blade surface at temperatures lower than the allowable metal temperature of about 950 °C

(Bath ie, 1996; Lakshminarayana. 1996;Satoetal.. 1997; Duffyet al., 1997). Astheexit

temperature of a modem high enthalpy rise combustor can be greater than 2000 °C. there

is still significant potential to increase turbine inlet temperatures by further improving

blade cooling techniques and allowable metal temperatures

Accurate prediction of turbine blade heat transfer (i.e. heat transfer from

combust ion gases to turbine blades) is essential to improve blade cooling system designs.



A complete understanding of turbine blade heat transfer , however , may be d ifficult. since

gas turbine flows are complex with high turbulence, strong secondary flows . rotational

effects , airfoil row interaction (rotor /stator and stator /rotor), local flow separation and

shock-boundary layer interactions (Blairet al., 1989). Thepredictionsofheattransferto

the first stage blades and vanes ofa newly designed gas turbine can beinerrorbyafactor

oftwoorthreeundercenainengineconditions(MaciejewskiandMoffat.1992;Larsson.

1997). However . a fundamental understanding of the isolated influence of each of the

aboveeffectsonheattransferwouldallowthemtobeincorporatedmore effectively into

cooling system designs
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The stagnat ion region is of interest because heat transfer is usuaIlyamaximumat

the blunt leading edge of the airfoils (see Figure 1.3). The physics of stagnation region

heat transfer in the presence offreestreamturbulence is still poorly understood despite

the number of empirical correlations that have been developed

UNSTEADY
WAKEFL!:NI

STAGNATION
POINT

1.2 Influence of Freestream Vorticity and Vortical Structures

Turbulence is characterized by fluctuating vorticity, and in a sense. vorticiry can

be viewed as the underlying characteristic of turbulence (Tennekes and Lumley . 1972)

Heat transfer augmentation in the stagnation region is hypothesized to be caused by

vorticity amplitication (Sutera et al.. 1963; Sutera . 1965; Morkovin.1979).lfavonical

filament. which is normal to the stagnation line and freestream flow direction . is

considered . the filament is stretched and tilted :as it is advected intothe stagnation region

due to divergence and acceleration around the bluff body (see Figure 1.4). This stretching

causes the vorticity to be intensitied through conservation of angular momentum . The

vortical filament with intensitied vorticity interacts with the boundary layer and induces



velocity gradients in the spanwise direction parallel to the stagnation line. The three-

dimensional velocity gradients enhance the transpon mechanism within the boundary

layer resulting in higher heat transfer . On the other hand, a vonical filament which is

parallel to the stagnation line is not stretched . due to no apparent velocity divergence in

this direction , as it approaches the stagnation region. Prior experimental and numerical

Simoneau . 1987; Rigby and Vanfossen. 1991) show that this intensification of vorticity

causes heat transfer to increase while the boundary layer remains laminar . A complete

understand ing of the transpon mechanisms of momentum and heat in turbulent flows has

turbulent flow play an imponant role in momentum transpon and heat transfer.

Manipulation of these vertical structures could result in a change in heat transfer

(Jacobson and Reynolds . 1993; HoandTai, 1996;Kasagiandlida.1999).

6 Vorticalfilamenl

Figure 1,4 Vortex Filamenls Stretched and Tilted by Divergence of Stream Iinesand



Several attempts have been made to understand the relationship between

freestream turbulence and stagnation region heat transfer by studying the isolated effect

of turbulent intensity, Reynolds number, unsteady wake. stagnation point velocity

gradient and integral length scale (Smith and Kuethe, 1966; Kestin and Wood . 1971;

Lowery and Vachon. 1975; 0 ' Brien and Vanf ossen, 1985; Mehendale et al., 199 1; Han

etal.• 1993; Zhang and Han, 1994; VanFossen er al., 1995; Ahmaed and Yovanovich.

1997; Du et al., 1997). The study of the effect of freestream vorticity on the stagnation

region heat transfer is. however. verylimited,and no considerabIe efforts to include the

transfer mechanism in gas turbine blades is considered. it is rational to study the effect of

freestreamvonicalstrua ures andvonicityon the stagnation region heat transfer as the

turbulenceatturbine inlet isexpectedtobehighlyan isotropic(Johnston,1974)andwell

laced with coherent vortical strua ures( Lakshminarayana. 1996).

1.3 Ob]ectlves of the Study

Describing a turbulent flow without reference to the vorticity field and vertical

structures is unlikely to provide a complete picture of the turbulence. Aknowledgeofthe

effect of freestrearn vorticity and vonical structures on stagnation region heat transfer

should lead toabetterunderstandingo f theph ysicalmechan ismoftheheat transfer. The

goal of the current study is. therefore. to investigate the influence 0 f freestream vorticity

and vonical structures on the stagnation region heat transfer. The specifie object ives of

the study are:



(i) To generate turbulence with different vonical structures (one with primary

von ices susceptible to stretching and another with primary vonices not

susceptible to stretching as they approach the stagnation region);

Iii) To quantify the freestream turbulence by measuring the fluctuating velocity

components. integral length scale and the vorticity field and to analyze the

characteristics of'vortical structures :

(iii ) To quantify the heat transfer enhancement in the stagnation region by the two

different turbulent flows in (i );

(iv) To examine the nature of heat transfer augmentation over the stagnation region by

d ifferent free stream coherent vonic al struct ures;

(v) To investigate the difference in stagnation region heat transfer dueto freestream

turbulence with distinct vertical structures and that due to turbulence generated

using square mesh grids; and

(vi) To examine the relationship between the characteristics of the freestream

turbulence, including information pertaining to the vonical structuresandthe

vonicity field. and stagnation region heat transfer.

1.4 Rationale of the Study

By including the vonical structures and vorticity field to characterizethe

freestream turbulence, this study should provideabenerunderstanding of the stagnation

region heat transfer. To the author's knowledge. this is the first study that would

incorporate freestream vonical structures and von icitywhen formulatingmodelsforthe



heat transfer. Theconjecturethatvonicityamplificationinthestagnationregion plays an

important role had not been experimentally proven. and this study should produce

quantitative experimental information on the relation between the freest ream vorticity

and stagnat ion heat transfer, Most previous studies have focused on the effect of isotropic

turbulence generated by square mesh grids on heat transfer augm entat ion. The influence

offreestreamturbulencewithdifferentvonicalstruetures, i.e. turbulence with a specific

direct ion of vorticity, should be useful in many engineering applications . Empirical

models based on a more complete description of the freestream turbulence should not

only lead to more reliable estimates of heat transfer augmentat ion, but also provide

further insight into the physical mechanism of stagnat ion region heat transfer

1.5 Methodology

The experimental study included two major pans : (i) to generate andquantifythe

characteristics offreestream turbulence with distinct cohere nt vortical structures r and Iii)

10 measure the heat transfer in the stagnation region

(I) Turbulence Generation and Measut8ments

The experiments were performed in a low speed wind tunnel , and passive

turbulence grids with parallel rods were used to generate the freest ream turbulence with

well-defined vortex lines. The characteristics of turbulence were measured using hot wire

anemometry . A hot wirevonicity probe designed and built in-house was used for the

voni city measurements. The Reynolds number, velocity fluctuations, integral length scale



and spanwise fluctuat ing vc nic ity components were used to characterize the freestream

turbulence . The vertical structu res were investiga ted using the wavelet transform

technique

(ii) Hest Transfer Messurement in the SfagnstJonReglon

The stagnation region was simulated using a heat transfer model with a cylindrical

leading edge. The cylindr ical leading edge had a heated metal surface with a uniform heat

flux. A numbe r of thermocouples were embedded on the leading edge to measure surface

temperatures in order to estimate the heat transfe r in the stagnat ion region



Chapter II

Literature Review

2.1 Heat Transfer in the Stagnation Region

Accurate prediction of stagnation region heat transfer in the presence of

freestream turbulence is imponant in a number of engineering applical ions. The intluence

of turbulence intensity. integral length scale. Reynolds number, surface roughness.

pressure gradient and body shape on stagnation region heat transfer has been investigated

by several researchers using a variety of experimental and numerical techniques. Inm ost

cases, the augmentation of heat transfer with a specific parameter is presented. and

models which correlate certain characteristics of' freestream turbulence with stagnation

region heat transfer have been formulated. Despite the extensive amount of research, a

complete understanding of the heat transfer process has not yet been obtained . This is

primarily because of the complex manner in which a large number of parameter s affect

the heat transfer process.

Heat transfer between the freestream and the surface depends to a large extent on

the nature of the boundary layer at the surface. The boundary layer, in lurn, depends on

several parameters such as Reynolds number. freestream turbulence intensity. pressure

gradient. surface roughness. etc. For the same temperature difference between the

freestream and the surface. a thinner boundary layer leads to higher heat transfer rate due

to a greater temperature gradient across the thermal boundary layer. Heat transfer

increases substantially when the laminar boundary layer becomesturbulent, because the



momentum transfer and heat transfer are closely coupled . However. the physical

mechanism of heat transfer at the leading edge is quite unique. because heat transfer is

significantly augmented by freestream turbulence while the boundary Iayer is believed to

remain laminar in this region. Furthermore, heat transfer unsteadiness , defined as the

ratio of the rms to mean heat transfer rate, isa maximum at the stagnationpoint(Ch ing

and O'Brien . 1991). Although a complete understanding of the transport mechanisms of

momentum and heat in turbulent flows has not been achieved. it is well established that

the coherent vertical structures in a turbulent flow play an important role in momentum

and heat transfer. A knowledge of the nature of heat transfer augmentation in the

stagnation region due to the freestream turbulence with well definedvonical structures

should. therefore, lead to better understanding of the physics in this region.

Characteristics of' stagnation region hear transfer are reviewed from related previous

studies and briefly presented. followed by a review of the studies on turbulence with

coherent vortical structures. The existing empirical correlationmodelsandpredictionsby

computational methodsarealso examinedandsummarized in this section.

Fora laminar freestream, heat transfer in the stagnation region canbeestimatedif

[he pressure distribution is known (Frossling, 1958). However. when the freestream is

turbulent. accurate prediction of heat transfer becomes very difficult . Several studies

suggest that the therrnal boundary layer is more sensitive tofreestream turbulence than

the hydrodynamic boundary layer.



(IJReynoldsNumber

The boundary layer thickness around a blutTbody decreases as Ihe R' o increases.

resulting in an increase in heat transfer. This effect can be seen clearly in the

experimental data of Achenbach (1975). Heattran sferdat aon a circular cylinder witha

freestream turbulence intensity less than 0.5 percent over a wide range of Reynolds

numbers are shown in Figure 2.1 and illustrate the boundary layer effects such as

separation and transition on the heat transfer. In the Reynolds number range hlO' to

4<10' . the flow passes through four distinct flow regimes. The first flow regime. which

extends over the Reynolds number range up t0 3x I0' .i sc haracterized bya laminar flow

separation about 80° from the stagnation line. This is reflected in the heat transfer

distribution where downstream of the separation point there is a continuous increase in

heat transfer due 10 the increased transverse exchange of fluid in the separated flow

region. Flow in the second regime is marked by separation of the boundary layeronthe

rear surface of the cylinder and subsequent formation ofa separation bubble. The flow

reanaches as a turbulent boundary layer with a corresponding marked increase in the heat

transfer and finally separates again further downstream. Two experimental curves are

presented for the critical flow range. at ReD=3.! xI 0' and 4xl 0'to illustrate the effect of

Reynolds number on the heat transfer peak due to the reanached boundary layer. The

third flow regime is distinguished from the second one by the fact that the transition from

laminar to turbulent is direct without the occurrence of a separation bubble. No

critical and supercritical flow states. ForRe o=1.9 xlO'thetransitiontoturbulenceoccurs



on the front surface of the cylinder indicating that the fourth flow regime has been

established . The heal Iransfer distribut ions for Reo=2.8x lO' and 4x lO' show the rapid

shiftoflhelransilionpointlowardsthetronlSlagnalionpointwilh increas ing Reynolds

When the Reynold s number increases by 29 percent. trom3.l xlO'104x l0'. heat

transfer in the stagnation region increases by 13.6 percent . lt shouldbe noted that

Frosslingnumber.Fr = N/lI~ .isusedtopresentlheheattransferdistribulion on the

cylinder in Figure 2.1. The use ofFrcollapses the heal transfer distribut ion 10 a single

curve in the stagnation region at all Reo since Nil vanes linearl y with..jR;; .

Figura 2.1 HeaITransferaroundeCylinderlnCrossflow(Achenbech,1975)



(lIjTurbulencelntenslty

For a given Reynolds number. heat transfer in the stagnation region increases

significantly with freestrearn turbulence intensity. Kestin (1966) determined that a

relatively small turbulence intensity of about 5 percent increasedtheaveragehe attransfer

from a heated circular cylinder by about 50 percent. Fora given turbulence intensity.the

remainalmost constant inlhelaminarboundarylayerre gionasshown inF igure2 .2

o.,,"!;--~=-.L..-....::~~

Anql. f,OI'l naqnotlOfl.B. CM1

In a study of heat transfer on a turbine airfoil. Yeh et al., (l993 )detennined that

heat transfer in the stagnation region increased by about 60 percent when turbulence



intensity was increased from 1.8 to 5.9 percent for Re=7x106 (based on the cascade inlet

velocity and blade chord length). Freestreamturbulencewasfoundtopromoteearlierand

broader boundary layer transition on the blade and increase the heat transfer in the

stagnation region. The same phenomenon was observed in similar experiments at

moderate Reynolds numbers in the range 1xlO' to 3xIO' (Zhang and Han. 1994:

Mehandale et al., 1991: Zhang and Han. 1995;VanFossenetal., 1995:0uetal.,1997).

(liIj Integral Length Sca'e

The integral length scale describes the average eddy size associated with the

turbulence. The size of turbulent eddies has considerable influenceonthestagnation

region heat transfer as the augmentation is believed to be caused by vorticity

amplification (see Figure 1.4). Turbulent eddies that are very large relative to the size of

thebluffbodyarenotstrerchedand,thus. act only as mean flow variations. Eddies that

are very small (approaching Kolmogorov scales) are destroyed by viscous dissipation

before they can interact with the boundary layer. This leads to the hypothesis that

somewhere between these two extremes there must be an optimum eddy size that causes

the highest heat transfer augmentation

Yardi and Sukhatme(l978) found a systematic influence of the integral length

scale on the stagnation region heat transfer by using a circular cylinderin crossflow.In

their study, turbulence intensities were varied from I to 7 percent while the ratio of

integral length scale to cylinder diameter ratio was varied from 0.03 to 0.38. They found

an increasing heat transfer with decreasing length scale and claimed that the optimum

length scale was ten times the boundary layer thickness. VanFossenetal. (1995) used



different turbulence grids and models to vary the ratio of integral length scale toleading

edge diameter from 0.05 to 0.30. There was an increase in stagnation region beat transfer

with decreasing length scale but no optimum length scale was found. Wang er al. ( 1999)

studied the effect of high freestream turbulence with large length scaleon heat and mass

lransferona turbinebladewhich had an effective cylindrical leading edge diameter of 9

mm. Inthelaminarboundarylayerregionaroundtheleadingedge.lowerheatlransfer

rates were found for the highest freestream turbulence level with large length scale

(turbulence intensity of 18% and integral length scale of about 8 cm) than for the

moderate turbulence levels with relatively small scales (turbulencei nlensity of8 .5 % and

integral length scale of about 2.6 cm).

(/v)UnsteedyWeke

The unsteady wake from the upstream airfoil also influences the stagnation region

heat transfer. Han et al. (1993) simulated passing wakes using a rotating spoked wheel

and determined that a higher wake Strouhal number (S= 21lNdll l60U. where N is the rod

rotational speed in rpm. d is the rod diameter. II is the number of rods. and U is the main

stream flow velocity at the cascade inlet) greatly enhanced the time-averaged heat

transfer coetlicient over the stagnation region (Figure 2.3).

Zhang and Han (1995) studied the combined effect of freestream turbulence and

unsteady wake on heat transfer from a turbine blade. They defined the mean turbulence

intensity as the turbulence level of the combined freestream turbulence and unsteady

wake flow. The mean turbulence intensity, regardless of whether it was caused by the

unsteady wake or the turbulence generating grid or a combination of both, was an



important parameter on the heat transfe r rate. A higher Strouhal number also induces

earlier and broader boundary layer trans it ion (Han et al.• 1993; Zhang andHan. 1995: 0 u

etal. .I997)

o -l---.--......----4-~-.....--__._-J
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Figure 2.3 ElfeetofStrouhal Number by Varying Reynolds Number on the Lo..I Heat

Transfer Distribution on a Gas TUrbine Blade (Han etal .. 1993)

(vjVott/ea/StrucfUresllndVott/clty

Vorticity amplificat ion is believed to be an important physical mechan ism for

heat transfer augmentat ion in the stagnat ion region . Although the interaetionbetweena

lUrbulent lTeestreamandthelaminarboundarylayer inthestagnationregion is still not

fully understood, amplified vorticity fluctuaticns seem to excite and induce substantial



three-dimensional effects in the boundary layer . thereby enhancing the heat transfe r.

Furthermore, different coherent ve rtical structures of freestream turbulence interact

differently with the laminar boundary layer result ing in dissimilar heat transfer

augmentation

Sutera et al. ( 1963. 1964) presented a mathemat ical model for the interaction of

vorticity in the oncomin g flow with the two-d imensional stagnation-point boundary layer

The physical situation considered was that ofa steady flow. with a sinusoidal variation of

velocity superimposed in the norma l direction. into a plane stagnation point as shown in

Figure 2.4. Vorticny with this orientation is suscepti ble 10 stretching in the stagnat ion-

point flow. The equat ions ofv onicity and energy transport were solved to detenn inethe

effect of the added vorticity. Their calculations revea led that the thermal boundary layer

was much more sensit ive to the external vorticity than the hydrod ynam ic bounda ry layer.

The theory also predicted the existence ofa neutral scale. which is about 2.6 times the

Hiemenzboundarylayerthickness. whereamplificalionbystretching is exactly balanced

by viscousdissipat ion.Onlyvonicityof larger scale wouldexperience net amplification

whiles mallersc alevonic ity would be au enuated.

Rigby and Vanfo ssen (1991) investiga ted the effect of a similar spanwise

sinusoidal variation in velocity on a cylindrica l leading edgeofa semi-infinite flat plate

They hypoth esized that a minimum level of von icity must be supplied to the leading edge

for a vortex to fonn . It was found thattheintro~uction of a spanwise variation lnto the

freestream always caused an increase in thespanwise averaged heal transfer coefficienl

The percentage increase in the heat transfer coefficient was found 10 be substantially



greater than the freestream disturbance expressed asa percentageoffreestream velocity

For example. a 0.04 disturbance with a wavelength of 0.4 times the leading edge radius

located 9 radii upstream of the leading edge resulted in an increase in heat transfer

coeflic iento fl8percemabovethetwo-dimensionalca se.

Vanf ossen and Simoneau (1985) employed a combination of flow visualization

using the smoke-wire technique and thermal visualization using liquid crystals to

demonstrate the relation between vortex pairs and the spanwise heat transferd istribution

An array of parallel wires was installed upstream of the model leading edge to generate

vortex pairs. The simultaneou s flow and thermal visualization showed that theregionsof



higheslh ealtransfe r werebe lWeenlhevonexpa irsa s shown schemalicallyin Figure 2.5.

In lhisregion.the induced velocity from adjacent vortex pairs is directed toward s the

cylinder surface

Figure 2.5Spatial R.....tion be_n Wlres.Vorlex Pairs and Hut Tr"nsf.r

(V"nFossen"ndSlmon",u.1915)



Van Fossen et at. (1995) used five different turbulence generating grids (four

were square mesh. biplane grids made from square bars and the fifth grid was an array of

fine parallel wires perpendicular to the model spanwise direction) in an attempt 10

correlate turbulence parameters and stagnation region hear transfer. The correlation

developedbythestudyfitlhedataofthefoursquaremeshgrids.butunder-predictedthe

heat transfer augmentation caused by the grid of parallel wires. It was conciuded that the

augmentation was also a function of' the isotropy of the turbulent flow field as the

turbulence generated by parallel wires had vortex lines dominating in one direction in

comparison with grids of square mesh. The results indicate thai turbulence with the

majority of its vorticity oriented normal to the freestrearn andnorrnal to the axis of the

leading edge could have better interaction with lheboundary layerto increase the heat

2.1.2 Empirical and Semi· Theoretical Correlation Models

Several empirical and semi-theoretical correlation models have been developed to

predict stagnation region heat transfer in the presenceoffreestream turbulence. With

increasing knowledge of turbulence and the physical mechanism of stagnation region

heat transfer, the existing models need to be modified for more accurate prediction of

heal transfer enhancement due to freestream turbulence. Heat transfer at the stagnation

line is usually correlated with Reynolds number, freestream turbulence intensity and

integral length scale. Since characterizing turbu!ence with these three parameters seems



to be insufficient, the current correlation models are found to be experiment specific, not

perforrningwe llwithdatafromotherr esearchers.

Frossling (1958) obtained a semi-theoretical solution for heat transfer in the

stagnation region ofa cylinder for a laminar freestream, The solution is valid in the

laminar boundary layer region up to the separation point. Using an experimentally

deterrnined velocity distribution given by

Frossling obtained a solution for NII!,f&; , the Frossling number, as a function of the

angular position from the stagnation point:

...!!!!..-=O. 9-1-19 _0.510fJ , _O .5956fJ '
,f&; -I 16

Smith and Kuethe (1966) suggested a semi-empirical theory for the augmentation

of heat transfer at the stagnation point ofa circular cylinder. By assuming the eddy

viscosity to be proportional to the freestream turbulence and to the distance from the

wall, they solved the two dimensional boundary layer equations to obtain an approximate

linear relation between NII!,f&; and TII,f&; . Experimental data for TII,f&; < 20

agreed satisfactorily with the theory, but deviated significantly at higher values of

TII,f&; . The data also indicated an additional Reynolds number effect. especially at

!ow values which they expressed as:



(2.3 a)

1 (Reo ) =0 .0277[I- erp(-2.9 xI0·s Reo )l

It must also be noted that at TII=O, the theory predicted Nil ,j"&; = 1.00 rather

than Frossling's value of 0.945. Equation 2.3 implies a linear relation between the

stagnationpoint FrandthefreeslreamturbulencelevelforaconslanlReynoldsnumber

However, experimental data from later studies showed that Fr was not a linear function

of turbulent intensity at higher turbulence intensities. Theincorrectassumption ofa linear

relation could be due to the limited rangeofTII,uplO 6 percent, considered by Smith and

Kestin and Wood (1971) and Lowery and Vachon (1975) also used the parameter

TII,j"&; to ccrrelate the stagnation line heat transfer data. Kestin and Wood obtained a

correlation for the Frossling number at the stagnation point in the range 0< TII,j"&;

<40 by forcing the curve to pass through Nil.-/&; =0.945 at TII,j"&; =0:

.»: = 0.945 + 3Ai TII,[Re 0 "J - 3.99[ TII-/&;l ' (2 .4)
-/&; L 100 100 J

Lowery and Vachon (1975) extended the range of Til-/&; to 64 and did not

force their curve 10 pass through Ihe Fr=O.945 for TII=O . They found that the maximum



deviation of any data point from their curve was 10.5 percent and that 87 percent of the

data points were within 6.1 percent of the curve . Their correlation is given by :

~=I.OJO ... ] .6]{TII ,JRe;; ]_j.0 7JTII,JRe;; ] :
,JRe;; 100 ~L 100

Lowery and Vachon concluded lhat disagreement between Equalions2.4 and2.5

could be due 10 the difference in the test range of Reynolds number. The correlat ion of

Equation 2.4 signiticantlyover-predicts Nllwhen TII,JRe;; becomes greater than 20.

Daniels and SchullZ(1982) found that heat transfer at the leading edge ofa turb ine blade

was with in 10''/0 of the value predicted by Equation 2.5. However. experimental data from

otherstudiesshowlhatEquation2.5isonly validforTII,JRe;; from 0 10 40. but under-

predicts NllwhenTII,JRe;; becomes grearer than eo

VanFossen et al. (1995) developed a correlation model for the stagnation point

heat transfer by incorporating the integral length scale in addit ion to Reynolds number

and turbulence intensity :

(2 .6)

where the constanlC is Fr al zero lUrbulence intensity .

Yeh et 31. ( 1993) proposed a correlation mode l for the heat transfer at the

stagnation point ofa gas turbine blade based on the parameter developed by Vanfossen



et al. (1995). They modified the correlation model by changing the constants and

exponents in order to best fittheirexperimemal data. The correlation is given by:

;; = 0.0073]{TIIReD·"'(~r·" · 1"' + 0.94;

Dullenkopfand Mayle (1995) also proposed a correlation model (Eq, ::.8) in

which they calculated the effective turbulence level based on theturbul enceimen sityand

integrallengrhscaleofthefreesrream. TheheatrransferNusseltnumberwaslhengiven

asafunclionofReynoldsnumber ,Prandllnumberandeffectiveturbulencelevel.

Til, = (1 +;~~~::' >' t:

NII.. =NIID/~

n,,,:;;:TII~

Q , is a constant which may vary from 2.4 to4 depending on the strain rate of

freestream approaching the leading edge.

The above models are found lobe experiment specific to varying degrees. While

onecancorrelaledatafromthesameexperimenttoasatisfaClorylevelofaccuracy, there

are significant discrepancies when compared with other experimental data (see Figure



2.6). Wanget al, (1999) also showed that current correlation models did not fit well for

turbulencew ithextremel ylargescales, i.e. }."Dofaboutone.

V Smith and Kuethe(1966)

t> Lowery and V.chon(197S)

o Mehendaleetal.11991)

o Vehetal.(19931

-Eo-CU)

Furthermore, previous attempts to formulate correlation models are based on

isotropic turbulence generated by mesh grids. These models under-predict the stagnation

line heat transfer for freestream turbulence with vortex lines in specific orientation

(Vanf ossen et a1.. 1995). Therefore, the parameters used in current models are found to

bein sufficienttocharacterizethefreestreamturbulence. Vertical struetureandvonicity

characteristics are believed to play important roles in stagnation region heat transfer, and

inclusion of these parameters in correlation models should lead to more robust and



2.1.3 Predictions by Computational Methods

Computational techniques have been increasingly employed to estimate heat

transferonabluffbodyinaneXlemalflo w.Therehavebeen severalnumericalstudieson

gas turbine blade heat transfer using both Direct Numerical Simulations CDNS) and

turbulence modeling. Since DNS is still a research tool and the Reynolds numbers

handled by DNS are well below that of most applications (Kasagi and lida, 1999). this

section only reviews computational methods which use turbulence modeling. In most

early attempts, heat transfer was estimated using a boundary layer analysis. where the

flow field outside the boundary layer is approximated from inviscid codes and the

momentum and energy equations are solved for the boundary layer. However. the

inability to calculate heat transfer beyond the separation point prevented the boundary

layer equation techniques from being widely used. For the case ofsta gnation region heat

transfer. the boundary layer analysis cannot prediet heat transfer at the leading edge well

due to poor grid resolution in the very thin boundary layer at the leadingedge.ln

addition. the heat transfer prediction in the leading edge region with boundary layer

analyses maybe in error. beeause of the necessity of modeling freestream turbulence

(Boyle. 1991). Alternatively. the heat transfer ean be ealculated using a Navier-Stokes

analysis. which solves the entire flow field. The Navier-Stokes analysis. however, needs

more computational resources than boundary layer analysis. This is currently the most

widely used analysis by industries and researchers due to the rapid increase of computing

power. Accuracy of heat transfer prediction by computat ional techniques generally

depends on:



(i) governing equations (simplified Navier-Stokes, thin-layer or parabolized.orfull

Navier-Stokes);

(ii) choice of turbulence and heat flux models;

(iii) computational techniques (different methods of finite volume. finite element and

finite difference); and

(iv) grid resolution

Boyle (1991) computed the heat transfer distributions on seven turbinevaneand

bladegeometriesusingaquasi·threedimensionalthin·layerNavier·Stokesanalysis. The

turbulent Prandtl number model proposed by Kays and Moffat (1975) and modified

Baldwin-Lomax turbulent eddy viscosity model were used in the study. The predicted

results for a turbine stator are given in Figure 2.7 for a laminar freestream and a

freestream turbulence intensity ofS .3 percent. When freestream turbulence was imposed.

significant errors arose in the stagnation region, and this was found to be true for other

blade geometries , In order to improve the heat transfer prediction in the leading edge

region, the calculations were repeated using turbulence models proposed by Smith and

Kuethe(1966) and Forrest (1977). Boyle (1991) concluded that the Forrest model gave

the best results for the stagnation region

Amerietal.(1992)computedheattransferratesontwoturbinebladesbysolving

the two-dimensional , compressible, thin-layer Navier-Stokes and energyequations. The

Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model and the q • OJ low Reynolds number two-equation

the heat flux calculations. There is a significant discrepancy between the experimental



and predicted heal transfer in the stagnation region (Figure 2.8). implying that the present

turbulence models are not suitable for stagnation point heat Iransfer



Larsson (1997) used a two-dimensional full Navier-Stokes solver to calculate the

low-Reynolds k-s and two k-t» turbulence models assuming turbulent Prandtl number of

0.9. At four percentfr eestream turbulence level, the prediction ofs tagnation region heat

transfer by all turbulence models was significantly higher than experimental data .

Estimation of stagnation region heat transfer did not improve even after turbulence

models were modified as suggested by Kato and Launder (1993)

With increasing computing power, analysis with full Navier-Stokes and energy

equation solvers is expected to dominate current and future computational studies on

turbomachinery heat transfer. However, prediction of stagnation region heat transfer



better understanding of the stagnation region heat transfer and turbulencecharacteristics

is essential for the development of appropriate turbulence and heat flux models

While momentum and heat transport mechanisms in turbulent flows have been

studiedformanydecades,thedynamicsofturbulentflowsarestillnotfuIlyunderstood

Recent advances in DNS have provided an excellent insight into turbulence dynamics and

transpon mechanisms for turbulent flows, especially at low Reynolds numbers (Kasag i

and lida, 1999). An important contribution of DNS has been to provide a better

understandingoftheroleofcoherentvonicalstruetureson turbulentflows in momentum

and heattranspon mechanisms. A coherent motion ora coherent structure isdefinedasa

three-dimensional region of the flow over which at least one fundamental flow variable

(velocity component, density, temperature, etc.) exhibits significant correlation with

itself. or with another variable, over a range of space and/or time that is significantly

larger than the smallest local scales of the flow (Robinson. 1991). While energy

dissipation of a turbulent flow is associated with the smallest scales of the flow, larger

coherent eddies are responsible fortransponing momentum and heat across the flow

(TennekesandLumley, 1972; Souza et al., 1999). Several boundary layer studies have

shown that breaking the large scale coherent motion close to the wall using various

meanscouldresultinaskinfrictionreduetionOacobsonandReynolds,I993;Moinand



Bewley. 1994; Ho and Tai, 1996). Knowledge of turbulent coherent structures and their

roles intransponmechanismsi sessential inthestudyofturbulentheat transfer.

The kinematics of coherent structures has been investigated using several

techniques: flow visualization. statistical analysis techniques. e.g. wavelet analysis and

conditional-sampling. and numerical simulation. e.g. DNS and large-eddy simulation

(LES). The studies of turbulence with coherent structures are reviewed in this section.

focusing on the turbulent wake behind a circular cylinder and coherent motions in the

boundary layer. because of substantial research work in these areas. Since the current

study had an intention to use turbulence generating grids of paralieI rods. the

characteristicsof vonicalstructures inthewakeofacircular cylinderand their evolution

with downstream distance would be useful for this study. A review of coherent structures

in boundary layers. and their role in transpon mechanisms and interaction with uniforrn

freestream. should give certain knowledge on the physics of the effeaof the turbulent

freestream on the laminar boundary layer of the current study.

2.2.1 Wake Behind a Circular Cylinder

Vonex shedding and the wake characteristics of a circular cylinder are dependent

on Reynolds number. and different flow regimes can be defined (Roshko, 1992;

Williamson. 1996b;Zdra vkovich. 1997). The various vortex dynamics phenomenao fthe

wake for each regime with increasing Reynolds number are briefly discussed below.



(I) Stelldy umlnll' Wilke (Re. <49)

Up to a Reynolds number of about five. there is no flow separation. Flow

separation initiates at Re.ofaround five. and up to ReJaround 49. thewake comprises a

steady recirculation region of twosy mmetrically placedvonices on each side of the wake

(Figure2.9.a). The recirculation region grows with the Reynolds number. and the flow

remains laminar in both near wake and far wake in this flow regime (Williamson. 1996b).

(II) Periodic umlnll' Regime (Re. =4910 140-194)

The elongated recirculation region in the near-wake becomes unstable as ReJ

increases. The shear layers. which are separated from the cylinder. roll up and the final

produet isa staggered arrayoflaminareddies known as Karman vortex street or Karman-



Bemard eddy street (Zdravkovich. 1997) as given in Figure 2.9 (b). The flow in the wake

in this regime is still laminar with primary vortices parallel to the cylin der. Taneda (1959)

and Matsui and Okude (1980) claimed from their experimenta l data the format ion of

secondary eddy street beyondxd = 50 was present in this flow regime apart from the

(III) W. k....Tr.ns ltlonReg lme(Re . -190-260)

Trans ition to turbulence commences in the wake in this regime due to increasing

instability of the Karman vortices . The trans ition regime is associated with two

discontinuous changes in the wake formation (Williamson. 1996b). At Red " 180- 194. the

inception of von ex loops can be seen along with the formation of stream wise vortex pairs

due to the deformat ion of primary vortices as they are shed. at awavelength of around 3-

4 diameter s (Williamson. 1988; Zhang et al., 1995). The second discont inuity. which

occurs over a rangeof Red from 230 to 250, comprisesfiner-scalestreamwise vort ices,

with a spanwise length scale of arou nd one diameter . The pro minent characteristic of this

flow regime is the evidence of streamwise vortex structures along with the primary

vortices, The large intermitten t low-frequency wake velocity fluctuat ions are present due

to the vortex dislocations in this transition regime (Williamson. 1992) . At Red" 260. the

three-dimensional streamwise vortex structuresin the near wake become increasingly

disordered (Williamson. I996a; Prasad and Williamson . 1995).

(Iv) Sheer-Leyer Transition Regime (Re. =1.000 to 200,000)

In this flow regime. transition occurs in the free shear layer separated from the

cylinde r. and the wake is turbulent. The transition region moves with increasi ng Red



along the tree shear layers towards the separation. Three-dimensional structures on the

scale of shear layer thickness are expected to develop in this regime as well as three-

dimensionality on the scale of the Karman vonices (Wei and Smith. 1986;W illiarnson et

al.• 1995; Williamson. 1996b). The changes in character of the vortex shedding are

relatively small over a large range of Red. and the streamwise vortex scales are almost

independent of Reynolds number within this regime (Williamson. 1996b)

The presence of primary vortices are strongly evident up tord = 50. and the

primary vonices become dislocated and cannot be precisely traced beyond rd > 50 in

this flow regime (Zdravkovich. 1997). However. coherent large scale structures were

reponed in the farw akei n a few studies (Antonia et al., 1987. Bisset etal.. I990.Zho uet

al..I999).Funhermore.l arge scalese condary voni cal slructures .calieddoublerollers in

theli terature (PayneandLumley.1 967;Corkeetal..1 992).arefoundinthefar wake (rd

> IOO) of the circular cylinder.

(v) Boundary.L4ye, Transnlon Regime (Re.> 200 ,000)

The transition region in the shear layer transition regime moves towards the

separation point with an increase in Reynolds number as mentioned earfier. and finally.

the boundary layer on the surface of the cylinder itself becomes turbulent.h is generally

assumed thai the downstream wake would be fully turbulent. and it is not expected that

coherent vortices would be observed (Williamson. 1996b). Roshko (1961). however.

claimed that periodic vortex shedding was strongly in evidence even in this flow regime.



2.2.2 Coherent Structures and Transport Mechanism in Boundary Layers

In a turbulent boundary layer, kinetic energy from the freestream is conven edinto

turbulent fluctuations and then into intemal energy by viscousaction.Thisprocessisself-

sustaining in the absence of strong stabilizing effects. The coherent structures in a

turbulent boundary layer are believed to be responsible for this self-sastaining

(production and dissipation) of turbulence and transpon mechanism in theboundarylayer

(Kline and Robinson, 1989; Robinson. 1991).

A turbulent boundary layer can be divided into different regions starting frorn the

wall: thesubla yer, buffer region, log region and wake or intermittentregion. Thesublayer

and buffer regions are referred to as the inner region, and the combined log and wake

regions are known as the outer region. The most dominant coherent structures in a

turbulent boundary layer are horseshoe, hairpin and streamwise vortices (Head and

Bandyopadhyay, 1981;Jeongetal.,1997) ,andthesestruCluresplaydifferent roles in the

transpons of momentum and heat. The quasi-streamwise vortices near the wall could

'pump-out' mass and momentum from the wall (Robinson, 1991). The majorit y of the

turbulence production in the entire boundary layer occurs in the buffer regionduring

intermittent, violent outward ejection of low-speed fluid and during inrushes of high-

speed fluid at a shallow angle toward the wall. This phenomenon is known as bursting.

Outward movement, away from the wall. of the heads of horseshoe and hairpin vonices is

closely associated with bursting (Smith and Walker. 1997; Carpenter. 1997).

In the outer region. three-dimensional bulges on the scale of the boundary layer

thickness form in the turbulentlnon-turbulent interface. Deepirrotational valleysoccuron



the edges of the bulges, through which freestrearn fluid is entrained into the turbulent

region (Robinson. 1991). Theinlerminenlregionoflheboundary layerisdominatedby

large-scale motions (also called entrainment eddies). Entrainment of porentiaI fluid

occurs in valleys in the lurbulentlnon-Iurbulenl interface that exit at the edges of bulges

(Spina and Smits, 1987; Antonia et al.• 1989; Robinson, 1990; Robinson. 1991). Based

on the knowledge of' turbulent boundary layer. it may be concluded that the motion of

large scale eddies. or eddies with integral length scale, could play an imponam role in the

transpon mechanisms at the turbulent/non-turbulent imerface of a turbulent freestream

and laminar boundary layer of the stagnation region. Usingtheimegrallengrh scaleof

turbulence (Yardi and Sukhatme, 1978; Yeh et al., 1993; VanFossen et al., 1995; Wang et

al., 1999) incorrelat ionmodelslodererminethe intluenceoffreeslreamonlhestagnalion

heal transfer seems 10 be justified

2.3 Vort icity Characte rist ics and Measuremen ts

2.3.1 Vort icity Dynamics in Turbulen t Flow s

Vonicily can be considered lhe organizing princip1e of lurbulent molion (Wallace.

1986) and iSlhefealurelhaldislinguishesturbulencefromolherrandom fluid motions

like ocean waves and atmospheric gravity waves (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). Vorticity

n,= &,,~

where &'Jkislheallemalinglensorand ~ islhevelocilyinthejdirection.

(2.9)



At each poim in the flow field,lhe motion ofa spherical fluid panicle can be

decomposed into translation, expansion and rotation, The vorticity can be interpreted as

twice the instantaneous solid body-like rotation rate of' the fluid pan icles or, more

precisely, twice the rotation rate of pan icles along principal axes inthefluidwherethere

exists no shear deformation Il'anton, 1984). Alternatively, vorticity can be defined as the

circulation per unit area of surface perpendicular to the vorticity field.

Vorticity plays an important role in the dynamics of turbulence. There are some

dislinetadvantagestodescribingthedynamicsofturbulentmolion interms of vonic ily.

The equation of motion in terms ofvonicity is:

The total rale ofchange ofvonicily, local ptus ccnvecrlcn, is due to the

deformation of the vortex lines and viscous diffusion of von icily (two terms on the right

hand sideofEq. 2.10). Since the diffusionof von icity is a relatively slow process , it is

possible to ignore the last term of Equation (2.10) in many applications. Therefore , a

change in the vorticity ofa pan icle is primarily due to the distortion caused by the

straining of the vortex lines. Vorticity dynamics mUSI playa prominent role in heat

transferal the leading edge because of the vonic ity amplificat ion duet o vortex stretching,



2.3.2 Measurement Techniques

There have been significant advances in the measurement of von icity in turbulent

flows over the last few years (Wallace and Foss. 1995). The techniques can be generall y

classified into thermal anemometryand optical anemometry.

2.3.2.1 Thermal Anemometry

A hot-wire anemometer is a transducer that senses the changes in heat transfer

from a small. electrically heated sensor exposed to fluid motion. There are two modes of

operation ofa hot-wire anemometer depending on the way the sensor heating current is

controlled .lntheconstant-currentmode.thecurrenttothesensor iskeptconstant and

variations in sensor resistance caused by the flow are measured by monitoring the voltage

drop variations across the sensor. In the constant-temperature mode. the wire is placed in

temperature . Fluctuationsinthecoolingofthewireare seenasvariations in wire current .

A simple constant temperature anemometer is shown in Figure 2.10. The constant-

temperature mode is used for velocity measurements almost exclusively. because it

exhibits considerably higher frequency response than the constant-current mode (Lekakis,

The choice of the sensor diameter involves a compromise between a small vatue

to improve the signal-to-noise ratio at high frequencies. 10 increase frequencyresponse

and spatial resolution, and 10 reduce flow interference and end conduction losses. and a

large value to increase wire strength and reduce its contamination due to pan icles in the



fluid. An optimum diameter is usually considered to be in the range z-s um (Lekakis,

1996).T hesensor length should beshonto ma.ximize spatial resolution and to minimize

aerodynamic loading and long to minimizeendconduetion lossesandtoprovideamore

uniform temperature distribution. The best compromise is usually obtained when the

length-to-diameter ratio is approximately 200 (Ligraani and Bradshaw. 1987; Turana nd

Azad.1 989).

Bridge Voltage~~R:R)

a, ~-=

Control Resistance R.(Se nsor)

A vorticity probe must have the capability to measure two velocity gradients

simultaneously, ideally at a point. However. with multi-sensor probes. thermal

anemometry can provide only an approximation. For example. a, 4' at a point in the

flow is obtained from 4/1Av by using two parallel wires separated by 4y . Therefore,

spatial resolutioncons iderationsare imponant since wires spaced far apan willnotrefleet

the required point propeny, and wires spaced too close could lead to inaccura cydue to

aerodynamic disturbances between wires. ln addition, the temporal resolution has to be

carefully considered to obtain good measurements



SpatlslsndTemporslResolutions

Wyngaard (1% 9) analyzed the response ofa vorticity probe by analytically

subject ing it to the three-dimensional velocity spectrum given by Pao (1965) and

assuming isotropy. He recommended that sensor length should not be more than 3.31/

(where 1/is the Kolmogorov length scale), and found that separation of two parallel wires

by SI/,,3 .3couldmeasureabout 85%o fthe varianceoftrue velocitygradien l.

Antonia et al, (l99 3) teSled Wyngaard' s parallel sensors analysis by using data

from two direct numerical simulations (DNS) at the center line of a turbulent channel

flow (Kim et al., 1987; Kim, 1989). The finite difference approximation .111.1y was

defined as measured fluctuating velocity gradient and the true gradient 6'0' was

obtained by spectral differentiation using Chebychev polynomials. The ratio of the

variance of the measured gradient to the true gradient decreases with increasing sensor

separation as shown in Figure 2.11, where Lly· is the separation between two wires

normalized by 1/

Ideally the separation between the two parallel wires should be as small as

possible; however, there is a trade-off to minimize aerodynamic disturbance between the

wires. Experimental data of measured to true velocity gradients are compared with DNS

data in Figure 2.12, where the solid line represents Wyngaard 's analysis with DNS

spectrum, against .1.1'*. It is clear from Figure 2.12 that the wire separation must be

greater than Zn to avcid interference .
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Wallace and Foss (1995) concluded that the optimum sensor separation for

de termin ing velocit y grad ients was about 2-4'7 when both resolution and accurac y

constraints were considered . Zhuand Anton ia (1995) studied the spatial resolution ofa

four X-wire vorticit y probe, where the X-wires form sidesofabox. They determined that

streamwise velocit y derivat ives were moreanenuated with separation betweenwiresthan

the lateral deri vatives, and the streamwise von icitywas less attenuated than the lateral

vorticity component . Mi and Antonia (1996 ) measured the lateral vorticity compo nents



using two X·wires separated in the appropriate direction in the turbulent intermediate

wake. They determined that the separation between the two Xvwires should not be

smaller than J n.

Figure 2.12 Dependenclof Experimlnlal ([J)and DNS(01 Mlasured to Trul Vllo city

Gradilnts on Wire Slparation DiSUInCI(Antonia Ital., 19931

Ideally. sampling of the sensor signals of probes designed to measure vorticity

component s should temporall y resolve a frequency, f, '" U/13TJ), where Vis the local

mean velocity. This requires that the sampling frequency of f, be at least twice the

Kolmogoro v frequency fi in order to satisfy the Nyquist criterion (Wallace and Foss,

1995).



PerlormllnceofVorflcltyProbes

Kovasznay (1950,1954) proposed a geometrical configuration of hot wires

forming the legs of a Wheatstone bridge (Figure 2.13) and later modified by Kasrrinakis

et al. ( 1979) to measure vorticity. The probe consists offourslanred wires forming two

X-wires. While a pair of slanted wires was used as an X-wire 10 measure a lateral

velocity component (V or If), the other two slanted wires measured the srreamwise

velocity (U) toesri mate the lateralv elocity derivatives(c(r% rcU e: ). However, the

optimum sensor length to diameter ratio and the geometry of this type of vorticity probe

lead to a large distance between Xswires. and vorticity components measured with this

type of probe can be in serious error (Wallace and Foss, 1995).

• I I 0\'.1.
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Figure 2.13 (al Kovasznay-Type Vor1icity Probe and (bl ModilledVersion (Parkand

Foss (Foss. 1981. 1994; Foss et a1.. 1987; Foss and Haw. 1990ll. I990b)

developed and refined an array of four hot-wire sensors to measure the cross-stream

vonicity components, .q and fJ,( Figure2 .14). Antonia & Rajagopalan (l990) and Zhou

and Antonia(2 000) used asi milarv onicity probe to measurea;. and""in thewake of a

circularc ylinderandasquaremeshgrid.respect ively.Thespatialseparation between the

pair of parallel wires was about 3.5'1 and that between the two wires in tbe X-array was



aboutS.I". Rajagopalan and Antonia (1993) used a compact version of the vorticity

probe in a turbulent boundary layer. The separations between the parallel wires ranged

from I.S" to 6" and separation between the X-wires was 1.8" to 7.4" . The measured rms

vorticity "" was in reasonable agreement with the DNS results of SpaIan ( 1988)

~~'x~..,
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A vonicity probe of four sensors can only measure a single component of

vorticity at a given time. Several attempts have been made to measure two and three

componentsofvonicity simultaneously with multi-sensors probes: a five-sensor probe

for two vorticity components (Eckelmann et al., 1977). a six-sensor probe for two

vorticity components (Kim. 1989: Kim and Fiedler. 1989). a nine-sensorprobeforthree

vorticity components (Wassman and Wallace. 1979: Balint et aI.• 1991: Vukoslaveevie et

al., 1991: Hokan, 1993). and a twelve-sensor probe (Tsinober et aI.• 1992; Maraslietal.•

1993; Vukoslaveevie and Wallace. 1996). Configurations of some multi-sensor probes



are given in Figure 2.15. Although these multi-sensor probes can measuremorethanone

vorticity component simultaneously. they have the followingdisad vantages

(i) The greater number of hot-wires need more data acquisition resourcesand lead to

higher level of uncertainty in signal interpretation;

(ii) Complex data reduction programs are required and agreements on computing

procedures for a certain probe geometry. especially the nine and twelve-sensors

probes,hasnotbeenobtained;

(iii) The more complex geometry and greater number of hot-wires widen the probe

sensing volume leading to poor spatial resolution: unlike the four-sensor probes,

the spatial resolution has not been studied satisfactorily

2.3.2.2 Optical Anemometl}'

Two of the most widely used optical anemometry techniques are Laser Doppler

Anemometry (LDA) and Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV). Both techniques measure

the velocity of seeding particles. which must adequately follow the lluid motion. Apart

from the spatial and temporal resolution constraints as in thermal anemometry, the

constraints of density and size of particles are encountered inoptical anemometry . The

primary advantage of optical techniques is its non-intrusiveness to thellow

Foss and Haw (I990b) found agreement between the thermal and optical

anemometry methods for a mixing layer. Wallace and Foss (I995) compared thermal and

optical anemometry measurements with DNS for a boundary layer and a mixing layer. In

the boundary layer measurements. LDA and PIV data agreed better with DNS data than



data from the hot-wires . The deviation of hot-wire data becomes larger close 10 the wall

where the resolution problems of thermal anemornetry are most severe . However. there

was good agreement in the vorticity data with optical and thermal anemometry in the

mixing layer where the spatial resolution problem is not as severe as in the near-wall

region of a boundary layer.

.- ~.

..
Figure 2.15 Schematic Diagrams of Multi.sensorProbes (Wallace and Foss, 1996)



2.4 Summary

Heattransferaugmentationinthestagnationregionduetofreestreamturbulence

remains unsolved like many other transport mechanisms in turbulent flows . However.

isolated influences of several turbulence parameters have been studied. and they were

reviewed in this chapter. The existing empirical and semi-theoretical models as well as

the attempts using computation techniques were examined . The laminar boundary layer

in the stagnation region makes it difficult to predict the heat transfer accurately using

existing turbulence models . The deficiency of existing empirical models seems to be the

lack of incorporating the characteristics of turbulent coherent structures , which are

believed to play a significant role in the turbulent transport rnechanisms .Thisleadstothe

literature review on turbulence with coherent structures, focusing on the characteristics of

the wake behind a circular cylinder and the turbulent boundary layer where a great deal

of research has been performed. Although vorticity amplification has long been

hypothesized to be the reason for the heat transfer aug,••cu..ation in the stagnation region.

very limited efforts to measure and incorporate vorticity into the correia tion models have

been made . Current vorticity measurement methods were reviewed in order to determine

a suitable technique for the freestream turbulence . It was concluded that generating

freestream turbulence with coherent vertical structures, and measuringandincludingthe

vorticityincharacterizingtheturbulenceshouldresult inabenerdescriptionof

freestreamturbulence.Correlatingtheseturbulenceparameterswiththe stagnation region

heat transfer should lead to abenerunderstanding of the heat transfermechanismsand

the development of more robust empirical models



Chapter III

Experimental Set-up and Data Reduction

3.1 Exper imental Facilit ies

3.1.1 Wind Tunnel Configuration

The experiments were performed in an open circuit low speed wind tunnel shown

schematically in Figure 3.1. The wind tunnel has a 1m x 1m test section and is over 20 m

long. The roof of the tunnel is adjusted to maintain a zero pressuregradient along the test

Blower T_ ~~" o
damping model

A centrifugal blower driven by a 19 kW motor is used in the wind tunnel. The air

passes through a screened diffuser and a large settling chamber with three single- piece

precision screens . The air is accelerated into the test section through a 5:1 contraction .



The maximum freestream velocity in the test section is about 15 m/sec . The freestream

turbulence intensity is less than 0.5% at all flow rates. Thevelocity in the test section is

changed using motorized variable angle inlet vanes on the blower.

Figure 3.2a shows a schematic of the hear transfer model with a cylindrical

leading edge 10 simulate the leading edge ofa gas turbine vane . To minimize the flow

blockage effect on the heal transfer, the cylindrical leading edge 0 f20.32cm indiameter

and 1m in height , which creates a flow blockage of 20 percent , was used . Photographs of

the model in the wind tunnel are shown in Figure3 .2b. The leading edge is attached to a

flat body 60 cm long . The after body is then streamlined with a long tapered tail in order

loprevenllheshiftoflheslagnationpoinlduelovonexsheddingaI the end . The model is

made of 0.635 cm thick Plexiglass to lower the conduction loss .



Figure 3.2bPhotos of Heat Transfer Model

Nineteen strips of 0.005 em-thick stainless steel foil are evenly distributed over

thestagnationlineatthecenterofthecylindricalleadingedge.keepingtheheattransfer

region away from the boundary layers developed on the walls ofthetunnelEach strip is

15.24 em long, 1.5 em wide and separated from adjacent strips by a gap of I mm. The

gaps between the strips are filled with super-glue and sanded until thesurfaceis smooth

and flush with the foil surface. The steel foils are connected in series. and a variable

ACfDC transformer is used to supply power across the foils to obtain a constant heat flux

surface at the leading edge. The voltage and current supply to the leading edge is

measured using a multimeter with a resolution of 0.01 ampere and 0.01 volt. Six

calibrated. 36-gauge T type copper-constantan thermocouples are attached to the



underside of every foil strip on one half, i.e. 0° $ 9 $ 90° orten strips. of the cylindrical

leading edge. The thermocouples are evenly distributed in the middle portion ofthe strip

in such a way that the distance between the edge of the strip and the nearestthermocouple

is 3.25 em as shown in Figure 3.2a. One strip on the other side of leading edge is also

instrumented with six thermocouples in order to check the alignment of the model with

the mean flowdireetion . The thermocouples are threaded through small holes drilled on

the leading edge. Additional thermocouples are attached on the innerwall of the leading

edge to estimate the conduction heat loss through the Plexiglass

vq r:::::::! Qc=JQQ
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Thcnnocouples TwoCYEXP32 ~~:;ner PC

Data from the thermocouples is acquired via two CYEXP 32 Multiplexors (Cyber

Research)conneeted in series (Figure 3.3). Analog outputs from the Multiplexors are

digitized using a DAS 1602 NO convener (Cyber Research) and data logging is

controlled by the "Labtech Buildtime" software package.

3.1.3 Turbulence Generating Grids

Freestrearn turbulence was generated using grids of different size paralIel reds in

both horizontal and vertical orientations . The grids with parallel rods were expected to



produce freestream turbulence with well-defined vortex lines. Two C channels were used

to hold the parallel rods as shown in Figure 3.4. For the grid of horizontal parallelrods.

the channels were attached to the ven ical sides of the wind tunnel. and in the case of

ven ical rods, the channels were fixed to the floor and roofofthewindtunnel. The rods

and spacers were held in place in the channels by guide plates. The channels allow the

use of different length spacers and different rod sizes providing the flexibility of grid

arrangement to obtain a reasonable range of turbulence parameters.

The orientations of rod-grids with respect to the heat transfer model are shown in

Figure 3.5. Hereafter, the grid with the rods perpendicular to the stagnation line will be



called the grid in perpendicular orientation, while the grid with the rods parallel to the

stagnation line will be called the grid in parallel orientation. The rods in both grid

orientations are perpendicular to the streamwise direction. Three grids with rod diameters

of2 .S6 cm (I-l iS"), 1.59 cm (SIS") and 0.95 cm (3IS"), and 50% open area were used

The design of the grids was based on the turbulence intensity levels, geometrical

similarity among the grids, the test-section length of the tunnel and uniformity of

(3 ) Grids in parallel orientation
(vortices are nOIsusceptible
to stretching)

(b) Grids in perpend icular orientation
(vortices are susceptible
to stretching)

3.1.4 Hot-wire Anemometersand Data Acquisition Systems

Single, X-wire and four-wire vorticity probes were used to measure the turbulence

charaeteristicsofthefreestream. Thevonicity probes were designed and built in-house.

The vorticity probe consists of four hot-wires, and the configuration of wires is adopted



from the design developed by Foss and his coworkers (Foss. 1981. 1994; Foss et al.,

1987; Foss and Haw. 19903, 1990b). A schematic diagram of the vorticity probe is shown

in Figure 3.6

Each sensor is made of a 5 urn platinum-plated tungsten wire. The effective

length of the hot-wires is about 1.5 mm. The parallel wires are separated by 1.2 rnm, and

the distance between the two X-wires is 1.5 mm. The vorticity probe is anached to a

specially designed traversing mechanism. which consistsofa digital height gauge and a

digital caliper. so that the probe has two degrees of freedom with a minimum linear

Each sensor of the hot-wire probe is connected to a DANTEC 55MOI standard

bridge. and is operated in the constant temperature mode. The hot wire signals are



digitized using a 16 channel 12 bit Keithley 570 System Analog to Digital (NO)

convener , interfaced to a Pentium 100 personal computer. The hot-wire anemometer

system is shown schematically in Figure 3.7. The frequency response of the circuit was

determined by a standard square-wave test. and found to be 30 kHz . Both the

oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer are dual channel and can accept signals from any two

3.2 Experimental Procedures, Data Reduction and Uncertainty Analysis

Each grid was placed at five different positions, 25dto 125d, upstream of the

stagnation line of the model. The wind tunnel was operated at freestream velocitiesof5,

8 and 10.5 mis, corresponding to ReD of 67,750, 108,350 and 142,250, for each grid

position. Velocity measurements for the hot-wire calibrations were made using a 8360-



M-GB VelociC alC® Plus TSI air velocity mete r. which has a resolution of 0 .0 1 mls. The

leading edge was heated 10 about 45°C for eac h heat tr ansfer test . The therm ocoup le

read ings were monitored every IS minutes until steady stat e conditions were reached

Three sets of tempe rature distribution s and voltage and current flow of the DC power

suppl y unil were recorded after steady stale was att ained . Each data set of temperature

d istribut ions conta ins 180 data points (data acqu isit ion rate of 1.5 Hz for 2 minutes) for

each thermocouple

The single. X-wire and four -wire vorticity probe s were used to measure tbe

rreeslream lurbulencecharacterislicsal several positions downstream of the rod -grid s in

perpendicular orientation in the absence of the heal tr ansfer modeI. Two sets of Xswire

data. one for the simultaneous measurement of the veloci ty components in X and Y

directions and another in X and Z direct ions (see Figure 3.2), were obtainedby rotat ing

the X-wire probe 90° . The spanwise fluctuating vorticity components. COz and CrJ~·. were

measured using the vorticity probe. The two spanwi sefluctuating vorticity co mponents

were obtained separately by rotatin g the vort icity probe 90 ' . The samplin g frequenc y of

the hot-wire measu remenls ranged rrom20 to3 0 kHz.

Eleet rical energy supplied lothe seriesof stainless steel foilsisiost tothe

freestream by co nvecric n, to the surroundings by radiat ion, and to the leading edg e of the

model by conduct ion. The Nusselt number was estimated as follows:

NI/(O) = A[TwZ8i~T.]k (3 .1a)



QCOl' =Qm-Qrud·QCOnd (3 .1b)

(3 .1c )

(3.1d)

Energy input to the leading edge, Q",wasobtained from the supply voltage, fo.

and current flow, I . An estimation for the radiation heat loss, Q" d, was made by assuming

gray body radialion to black surroundings and an emissivity of O.17 for the stainless steel

foil. The conduction heal loss, Q'''''d, through the leading edge wall was computed from

the measured temperature difference between the outer and inner surfaceoftheleading

edge wall. Thermal conductivity of the leading edge was 0.201 W/m-K as provided by

the manufacturer . The correction factor Cf was determined from the three-d imensional

conduction heat transfer model which is given in Appendix A.

The average of 180 data points was obtained for each thermocouple . The

spanwise temperature distribution of the stainless steel strips was found to be fairly

constant and within the uncertainty of the temperature measurements . The spanwise

variation of the temperatures from the six thermocouples (T I-T6) is about two percent for

all heated strips (Figure 3.8), where strip no. 1 is on the stagnation line. Since the

thermocouples are located in the middle ponionofthe stainless steel foils (see Figure

3.2a), the end conduct ion heat losses from the heated strips do not significantlyintluence

the spanwisetemperaturedistributionatthemeasuredlocationsonthe strips. Therefore ,



an average value of the six thermocouple readings is taken as the temperature Tw(8)ofa

panicularstrip
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A number of test runs were performed with and without the grids to estimate the

conduction heat losses. During these test runs, the spanwisetempe raturedistributionsof

the heated strips and the temperatures outside the strips and on the inner surfaces were

total conduction heat losses taking into account the lateral end conduction heat losses.

Correction factors were obtained for different freestream Reynolds numbers to estimate

the conduction heat losses based on the average temperature difference between the

heated outer surface and inner wall of the leading edge. Detailsofthethree-dimensional

finite difference scheme and the estimation of conduction heat losses are given in



AppendixA . In this experiment, radiation and conduction heat losses were on the order

of2 percent and 20 percent, respectively. Heat transfer tests were also performed without

any grids to validate tbe heal transfer measurements. The stagnation line heat transfer

Frossling numbers for the freestream with low turbulence intensity (0.5% for this study)

ranged from 1.0410 1.06(Figure 3.9) for the Reynolds numbers of the study, and are in

good agreement with the literature (Lowery and Vachon, 1975; Mehendale et al., 1991).

As shown in Figure 3.9, off-stagnation line region (9 )0) heat transfer of the current

study is in good agreement with the results of Mehendale et al. (1991), since both heal

transfer models have the same geometry of cylindrical leading edge and flat plate after-

body. The heat transfer results agreed with those of Lowery and Vachon (1975), who

lestedwilhacircularcylinderheallransfermodel,uplo9"'400

il .~ • .:.
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Figure 3.9 Distributian of Frossling Number in the Slagnalion Region WllhoutT Urbulence
Grids (0, Reo =67,760; &, 101,350; 0, 142, 250; C, Mehendaleelal. (19911;.,Loweryand

Vachon (1975);-FrosslingSolutionl



An uncertainty analysis was conducted using the methods of MotTat(I 988). The

uncenaintyinFrcanbeexpressedas·

(3.2)

where U"F, = Uncenainty in Fr (%)

U"x" = UncenaintyinNI/(%)

U"R,D =UncenaintyinReD(%)

Theuncenainty in Fr and the influencing variables with 95% confidence levels

are given in Table 3.1 for both maximum and minimum freestream velocities. The

definitions and sample estimations of bias and precision errors ofvariablesareprovided

in Appendix B. Uncenainties in temperature were considered in estimating conduction

leading edge diameter (D) , thermal conductivity (k) and area (A) are assumed to be

negligible since these values are based on the data specified by the manufacturers . The

uncenainty in Fr is 3.92 percent and 3.67 percent for the minimum and maximum

freestream Reynolds numbers, respectively.

Hot-wires were calibrated using the 8360-M-GB VelociCalc® Plus TSI air

velocity meter. About twenty data points were obtained with the freestream velocities

covering the test range (5-10.5 mls), and a sampling frequency of 20 Hzfor50secwas

used for calibration of the hot wires. Curve fining with a third-order polynomial was



performed to functionally relate the hot-wire signal (volts) and velocity ( U) as given by

Equation (3.3)

U(E) =a+ bE+c E'+ d E'

where U is the velocity reading of the TSI meter, and E is the hot-wire signal. The

constants a, b, c and d were obtained bya least-squares curve lit to the data. Typical

calibration curves for the single wire, X-wire and the vorticity probe are given in

AppendixC.

Variable Bias Error PredsionError

Experimenlal Reynolds Number Range

Mal.imum Minimum Maximum Minimum

Current I 0.18 0.26 0.53 0.51

Voltage Vo 0.06 0.08 0.20 0.21

Temperature differenceM 3.20 3.20 0.53 0.53

Conduetionheal loss. Qcom 4.60 4.60 0.75 0.75

Radiarionhealloss. Qrad 12.80 12.80 2.12 2.12

Conveetionheat Qcm' 1.61 2.10 0.55 0.60

Reynolds number ReD 0.05 0.10 0.32 0.37

FrosslingnumberFr 3.58 3.83 0.79 0.82



3.2.2.1 Single Wire

The streamwise velocity fluctuation. turbulence intensity. Kolmogorov length

scale, Kolmogorov frequency and integral length scale were estimated from the

measurements taken using the single wire. The sample calibration and data reduction

programs for the single wire are given in Appendix C.

The velocity fluctuation is the standard deviation of the velocity measured by the

hot-wire, and the turbulence intensity in percentage is given by:

Tu=fi XlOO
(3.4)

Kolmogorov frequency (A ) and Kolmogorov length scale (11) were calculated

from the turbulence dissipation rate (&),which is estimated from thcspatialderivativeof

streamwise velocity iila. Taylor's hypothesis was used to obtain iii a from the

streamwise velocity time series data (Equation 3.5).

Gil Ie"
a;= Ual

Theequations for o. TJandA are given below (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972)

&= 15v(cu /ex )'

j " =U /(2mO

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3 .7)

(3 .8)



The method proposed by Vanf ossen et aJ. (1995) was used to estimate the

integral length scale of the freestrearn turbulence. Autocorrelation data of the single wire

were least square curve-tined by the exponential funClion:

(3.9)

A sample autocorrelation curve is shown in Figure 3.10. The streamwise integral

length scale is estimated from:

;•• = U[R(r)dr = ~ (3.10)



Velocity and yaw calibrations were performed for the X-wire for each turbulence

measurement . The yaw calibration of the X-wire followed the effective angle method

proposed by Bradshaw (1971). Consider an inclined sensor of X-wire and an

instantaneous velocity vector, S, that is in the plane of the hot wire and at some

inclination to it (Figure3 .lla) . Let the anemometer output voltage due to the velocity S

be Vo. The etTective velocity, V'1f. is defined as the velocity which, if itwerenormalto

the wire, would produce exactly the same voltage VO. The effective angle, B.;r.between

the velocity vector and the wire can then be defined as the angle that satisfies:

The effective angle is, therefore, approximately equal to the inclination of the hot-

wire. It cannot be interpreted ina strictly geometrical sense. anddepends on factors such

as the straighrnessofthe wire and the effect of longitudinal cooling of the wire. The yaw

angle ~.".(Figure3 .1Ib)wasvaried from-30° 10+ 30° in steps of S° to determine the

average effective angle B./f of each wire. The MATLAB data reduction programs for

calibration of the X-wire with sample data and a yaw calibration curve are given in

AppendixC .

Spanwise velocity fluctuations (v and w], which are standard deviat ions of

velocity components in the Y and Z directions, respectively, were estimated, aod

reduction programs are given in AppendixC
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The effective angles of the X-wire of the vorticity probe were determined by

performing yaw calibrations similar to the calibration procedures for the X-wire. The

spanwise vorticity components were measured using the vorticity probe and

approximated by:

where,j U isthedifferencebetweentheinstantaneousstreamwise velocitymeasuredbya

pairofparallelwiresseparated inspan wisedirections .,jyandLl:.Thespanwisevclocity



derivat ives. d l · ·.1r and L1W.1r . were estimated with the use of Taylor's hypothes is, i.e

Experimental uncertainties in turbulence intensity Til. integral length scale ..... and

fluctua ting von icity components . ~. and 01:. were estimated based on the uncerta inty

analysis of hot wire data by Yavuzkurt (1984). The components of total uncerta inty in a

variable measured by the hot-wire are uncenainty due 10 calibratio n and uncerta inty due

to curve fining . The sample calculation ofuncenainty in a hot wire measurement isgiven

in Appendix B. Uncertainty in Til• ..... and fluctuat ing vorticity component s were

estimated to be 3.09 percent. 10.95 percent. and 9.43 percent . respectively. as shown in

EsperimenlJll Reynold. Number Range

Maximum
I

Minimum

Velocit yCa libration(TII .l,) 0.07
I

0.14

VelocityCurveF itting( TII.l .) 2.18

I
2.18

Autoccrrelation Curve Fining( ....) 10.50 I 10.50

! Turbulence lmens ity Zs 3.09
I

3.09

Integral Length Scale .... 10.95 I 10.95

Fluctuat ing vc rticity es and ex. 9.43 I 9.43



Chapter IV

Resultsand Discussions

The experiments were performed as outlined in the previous chapter. The results

are presented and discussed in this chapter, In the first section. characteristicsof the

freestream turbulence downstream of the rod-grids are presented. Turbulence intensity

and integral length scales downstream of the grids are compared with existing results in

the literature. The streamwise distribution of the three component. of velocity

fluctuations are also presented to highlight the evolution of the freestream vonical

structures. The spanwise vonicity components were analyzed and the anisotropy of the

of the freestream were funher analyzed using wavelet transforms. This technique is

increasingly used to detect coherent motions in turbulence. The second pan of this

chapter deals with the heat transfer augmentation in the stagnation region. The

characteristics of heat transfer in the stagnation region due to the freestream turbulence

generated by the two grid orientations are analyzed and presented. The heat transfer

enhancement at the stagnation line for the two grid orientations are compared and

discussedbasedontheliterature on coherent vonical structures.Finally. heat transfer

augmentat ion in the off-stagnation region for different freestream von ical structures is

presented.



4.1.1 Turbulencelntensity

The stream wise turbulence intensity downstream of the three rod-grid s are almo st

independent of Reyno lds numbe r (Figure 4.1). and well represented with the power law

of Roach ( 1987)

TII=cH)-;

The values of'C , are 1.12. 1.24 and 1.20 fort he rod-grids o f2 .86 cm.1.59cm and

O.95 cm. respectively. The turbulencei ntensity decreases approx imatelyfr o m I2% lo 4%

as the grid-to-model distan ce increases from 25d to I 25d.

4.1.2 Integral Length Scales

The streamwise distributions of the ratio of integral length scale lothe diameter of

the grid-rod s tz, d) are given in Figure 4.2 for the three Reynolds numbers . Unlike the

turbulence intensity. Ard is dependent on Reynolds number . and the best-flt Iines wit h

the power law for the different Reynolds numbers are presented in Figure 4.2. The form

of the power law used has the same growth rateof Ar propo sed by Roach (198 7)

(4.2)
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The values ofC, are given in Table4 .J for the different rod-grids and Reynolds

numbers. The ).,.d increases by about 45% as x/d increases from 25 to 125. and is in

reasonable agreement with the results of Roach (1987). It should be noted that both rod-

grids in perpendicular and parallel orientations give the same Tlland ;";dsincetheyare

calculated based on the streamwise velocityflucruations.

Tabla 4.1 Tlleconatant C,ofEq. (4.2)

ReIfZ67.7~0 Reo= 108,3~0 Rerr-141.1~0

1.86-cmrod 0.3235 0.3500 0.3873

1.~9-cmrod 0.3299 0.3751 0.3984

0.95-c:mrod 0.2767 0.3046 0.3105

4.1 .3 Fluctuating Velocity Components

The rms values of the fluctuating velocity components. II. v and w, downstream of

the rod-grids in perpeudicular orientation are presented in Figure 4.3. At locations close

to the grid. v and II are approximately equal (viII'" I). and higher than the w component

(w", isintherangeO.85 100 .91). because most of' the turbulent eddies are aligned with

the turbulence generating rods and velocity flucruations indirect ions parallel to the rods

are not as intense as in other directions. As", ·dincreases , the difference between the three

components decreases. At rld= 125, VI/I and Wi ll range from 0.99 to 0.9 and from 0.88 to

0.99,respeetively.Aplausibleconclus ionfrnmFigure4.3 isthatthedistinetstrucruresof

turbulence due to the parallel array of rods become more homogeneous with distance

from the grid.
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4.1 .4 Span wise Vorticity Components and Isotropy of Turbulence

The streamwise distribution of spanwise vorticity. normalized with the mean

freestream velocity and diameter of the leading edge. are presented in Figure 4.4 . Since

greate r vorticity is usually associated with the smaller eddies in rurbulenee (Tennekes and

Lumley. 1972). the fluctuating vorticity component increases with smaller grid-rod for a

given mean freestream velocity. For example. at J(Id = 25. mlJl U ranges from 20.02 to

25.18 for the 2.86 cm grid while it varies from 31.77 to 39.50 for the 0.95 cm grid. An

attempt to examine the isotropy of the rod-grid turbulence was made by estimating the

degree of isotropy of the turbulence from the measurements taken with the single wire

and vorticityprobes.For isotroPictUrbUlence. s(~)' iSequalto ;;;;and -;;;; (ZhOu

and Antonia. 2000). Therefore. the degree of isotropy is defined as:

Iso = w'

5(~r
(4 .3)

where;;- is the mean squarevalue of the fluctuatingvorticity components and a l/ilris

estimated from single wire measurements . The strearnwise distributions of the estimated

degree of isotropy. which is calculated from the best-fit curves of vorticity components

and aI/dr. are shown in Figure 4.5. For the 2.86 cm rod-grids. deviation from isotropy is

highest (Iso of anorder o£1 at J(Id=25) at the lowest Reynolds number. At freestrearn Reo

of67.750. the grid rurbulenceapproaches isotropy with downstream distance for all grids

(lso -latr/d=125) .Deviationfromisotropy ish igherforthehigherReynoIds numbers
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(lso -2at xld=12S)forReDofl08.3S0and 142,2S0.Thegenerallrendisthatturbulence

approaches isotropy as downstream distance increases. turbulence generated by the

biggest rod-grid is the most anisotropic.
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".1.5 Wavelet Analysis of Freestream Turbulence

Wavelet transforms have been increasingly used to identify the coherent

strueturesofturbulent flows in recent years (Everson et a1., 1990; Higuchi et aI., 1994;

Sullivan and Pollard, 1996; Addison, 1999). Wavelet transform is a signal analysis tool

which allows both spectral and temporal information to be described simultaneously

within the signal. Several researchers (Hajj and Tieleman, 1996; Souza et aI., 1999)

discussed the advantages of the wavelet transform over the Fourier analysis or

conditional sampling techniques in deteeting the turbulent structures. The main

advantages of the wavelet analysis over other methods are bener identificationofenergy

containing spatial structures, and its ability to analyse individual coherent events without

losing temporal information.

The wavelet transformofa continuous real-valued time signal, stt) , withrespeet

to the real valued wavelet function, g, is defined as

e.(a,b} =*I g{~)S(/} d/ (4 .4)

The transform coefficients eta. b) are found for both specific locations on the

signal, / = b, and for specific wavelet periods (which are a function of a) . Several

wavelets, i.e. various formsoffunction g, are available for the analysis. The Mexican hat

wavelet was used for this study. This wavelet is panicularly good at highlighting the

energy-containing structures within the flow signal (Addison, 1999), and offersbener



temporal resolution of individual events (Souza et a1.• 1999). The Mexican hat wavelet

(see Figure 4.6) is the second derivative of the Gaussian function. is defined as:

g(~)=[l-(~)' ]e -( I1 '~(' -" '· J' (4.5)

'iE;~ij~
· 1 ,-,--:--: .

b
Figure 4.6 The Mexican Hal Wavelet (Equallan 4.5)

The wavelet analysis was perfonnedon thelWo lateral velocity components. v

and w. since the objective was to detectvorticalstructures with the vortexlinesinYandZ

directions. With velocity measurements behind the grids of parallel rods in horizontal

orientation. the velocity component v should be the most indicative 0 fthepassageof

primary coherent structures produced by the parallel rods (see Figure 4.7). On the other

hand.thefonnationofsecondaryvortices. i.e. vortices with vomcity intheYdirection.

should be reflected by the lateral velocity component w.

ThesampletemporalplotsofthelransfonncoefficientsoflWolateralfluclUating

velocity components for the 2.86 cm rod-grid are given for x/d=25 and 125 in Figures 4.8

and 4.9. respectively. The same scale of the transform coefficients was used for each



figure for the purpose of comparison. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the velocity

component v hasmuch higher transform coefficients than W , indicating that the Mexican

hat wavelet detected the energy containing structures , particularly at the scale a between

100 and 200 of the primary vonices. The strueturesover a wide range of scales can be

seen in the transform plot for v. The periodic structures can be seen in the transformplot

for the component W, however, with no significant peak at a panicular scale. As shown in

Figure 4.9, there is no significant difference between the temporal transform plots for the

two lateral fluctuating velocity components. A comparison of Figures 4.8 and 4.9

illustrates that the structures of turbulence, i.e the characteristics of primary and

secondary vertices, change substantially asxld increases from 25 to 125.

Figu....7PrimaryVonic.sbehind th.Grid-Rodsin P.rpendlcularOri.ntation
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Figure 4.9 Temporal Plots ofwavel.tTra;::~coelliei.nts for the 2.16 em Rod-gridsat



Although the wavelet analysis can provide the temporal information of turbulence

structures , the current investigation of the evolution of the vortical structures downstream

of the rod-grids only requires the time averaged inforrnation of the turbulencestructures

of different scales at different downstream distances . Therefore , the wavelet energy

speetraanalysiswasused,andtheenergy spectra were plotted . The procedure is outlined

below, and the details of the program are given in Appendix C

(i) The wavelet transform (Equation 4.4 with the Mexican hat wavelet) was obtained

for the time series velocity fluctuations .

(ii) The contribution to the total energy contained within the signal at a specific a

scale is given by:

Et a) » t I ';'[ C,ra ,b )} 'db (4 .6)

where C. is the admissibility constant and equal to 7t for the Mexican hat wavelet

(Addison, 1999)

(iii) The wavelet a scale (which is a time period) was convened to a frequencyby :

f:~=0.~51 (4 .7)

(Note: for the Mexican hat wavelet witha= I, the angular frequency of the

passbandcentreofthewavelet<lJc isequalto.J(5i2) radls,orf<=0.251Hz .)

Asasample,thewaveletenergyspectraforthelateralvelocityfluctuationvwas

compared with the speetra obtained using the Fourier transform for the 1.59cmrod-grid

component at x 'd=25,see Figure 4.10. As claimed by previous studies, the wavelet can

identify the energy containing structures more clearly than the Fourier transform
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The wavelet spectra plots ofv and w for the 2.86 em rod-grid in perpendicular

orientation are shown in Figure4 .11 for ReD= 67,750. An arbitrary scale wasusedforthe

total energy spectra since only qualitative information was required to examine the

fluctuating velocity components . As shown in Figure 4.11, there are significant

differences in the characteristics of the spectra of the two velocitycomponents ta x.d » 25

and 50. The wavelet energy density function of v has a significant peak at afre quencyof

around 75 Hzforr;d=25,whilethecurveforw shows only a very slight peak at this

frequency. This implies that primary vortices at a particular scale (= U/2"f= 0.0520) are

prominent in the flow at this downstream location. The secondary vortices are more

random in nature with a typical energy distribution among the turbulent eddies, i.e higher

energy associated with the larger eddies. Further downstream (at r:d= 50 and 75), the

energy density curve ofv changes in such a way that the turbulent flow gradually



approaches isotropy with downstream distance by transferring turbulence energy

concentrated at a paniculareddy size to larger and smaller eddies. Atx.d= 100 and 125,

theenergydensitycurvesforvandwarenotsignificantlydifferent,implying that three-

dimensionality of the turbulence increases. The characteristics of the primary and

secondaryvortices seemto be quitesimilaratthesedownstreamdistances

The wavelet energy spectra plots of v and w for the 1.59cm rod-grid in

perpendicularorientation at Reo=67,750 are given in Figure 4.12. At Xld=25,theenergy

density function of v has a maximum at j '" 100 Hz. The size of the energy containing

eddiesofthisgridis,therefore,smallerthanthatgeneratedbythe 2.86 cm rod-grid. The

energy density curve ofw also has a local peak atj"'l IS Hz. This is probably contributed

by the deformation of streamwise vortices. The difference in charaeteristics of the lower

frequency eddies between v and ware significant at x/d » 25 and 50. However,this

differencediminishesasthedownstreamdistanceincreasesto75,l00 and 125,indicating

the increasingthree-dimensionality of the coherent structures

Figure 4.13 shows the wavelet energy density funetion ofvand w fort heO.95cm

rod-gird in the perpendicular orientation at Reo = 67,750. The curve for v shows a local

peak atj'« 175Hzalx,d= 25. Therefore, the size of the energy containingeddiesforthis

rod-grid is the smallest in comparison with the other rod-grids. II should be noted that

even atx. ·d= 25, the energy density function for \' has its maximum value at larger

eddies, indicating that the primary coherent vonices in the flow are not as dominant as

those with the larger rod-grids. The difference between the IWO energy densitycurvesis

not significant for downstrearndiSlancesxld= 50 to 125 (Figure 4.13).
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The wavelet energy plots at the higher Reynolds numbers for all rod-grids in

perpendicularoriemationarepresentedinFigures4.14t04.19.Similarcharacteristicsof

the wavelet energy spectra of the lateral velocity components are 0bserved for the smaller

downstream distances (r;d= 25 and 50). The exception is the detection of the additional

energy containing eddies at low frequency for the v component atr.d ~25for the higher

Reynolds numbers (two peaks in Figures 4.16-4.19). This could possibly be contributed

by the formation of larger eddies from the primary energy containing eddies , although the

detailed figures cannot be provided ar this point.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the wavelet analysis of the

freestream turbulence generated by the grids of parallel rods

(i) The primary vortices at a particular scale contain higher energy close to the grids

and show a significant difference from the secondary vortices . This energy is

gradually transferred to larger and smaller eddies as the flow travels further

downstream of the grids.

(ii) Unlike the primary vortices, the secondary vortices in the lateral directionshow

typical energy distribution among the different scales of turbulence, i.e higher

energy associated with larger scales

(iii) The difference in the characteristics of the primary and secondary vortices are

more pronounced for larger rod-grids for a given normalized downstream

(iv) The difference in charaeteristics of the primary and secondary vonicesare more

pronounced for smaller downstream distance for a given rod-grid .
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ThedistributionofFrosslingnumberinthestagnationregionfor the three grids of

2.86 em, 1.59 cm and 0.95 cm rods, where Rand L denote rods in the perpendicular and

parallel orientations, are presented in Figures 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22, respectively. The

results for five grid locations and ReD of 67.750. 108,350 and 142,250 are shown in the

figures. The semi-theoretical solution of Frossling (1958) fora uniform freestream is

also provided for reference. Heat transfer in the stagnation region decreases with

increasinggrid-to-model distance for a given Reynolds number. This is expected since

the turbulence intensity of the freestream decreases with downstream distance from the

grid. Heat transfer augmentation at the stagnation line over the uniform freestream ranges

from 37% to 75% for a grid-to-model distance (x-dj of25 . The augmentation is reduced

totherange15%t034%asr;dincreasestoI25.Foragivenxd,thelowest heat transfer

augmentation is obtained with the 2.86 cm rod-grid in parallel orientation (Figure 4.20)

while the highest is obtained with the 0.95 rod-grid in perpendicular orientation (Figure

4.22). Heat transfer increases with increasing Reynolds numberforagiven rod-grid and

grid-to-model distance. For example. heat transfer at the stagnation line increases by

about 10010 at rid ~ 125 as ReD increases from 67,750 to 142,250. At x 'd = 25, the

increasein heattransferis about 15% forthe sameincreasein ReD. Forthe samex.:d and

Ref), a smaller grid gives higher heat transfer. For example, at the stagnation line, heat

transfer with the 0.95 cmrod-grid is about 5% higher than that withth e2.86cmrod-grid.

VanFossenet al. (1995) determined that the heat transfer distribution over the

stagnation region due to both uniform and turbulent freestream collapsed to a single



curve regardless of the level of turbulence, when Fr is normalized by the value at the

stagnation line, i.e Fr(8) /Fr(O). Therefore, if the Frossling number at the stagnation line

can be predicted accurately, the off-stagnation line heat transfer distribution can be

estimated using the normalized laminar solution. The normalized heat transfer

distributions (Figure 4.23-4.25) of the present study are also foundtocollapsetothe

Frossling solution within the experimental uncertainty. Theexperimental data are slightly

below the normalized Frossling line atxid=25. The deviation found in the region of

8 >45° is that the experimental data are slightly above the normalizedFrossling line. This

is more pronounced for the parallel orientation of the 2.86 cm grid

Heattransferatthestagnationline(8=O)withtherod-gridsinperpendicularand

parallel orientations is compared to investigate the effect ofdilferentfreestream vonical

struetures (Figure 4.26). The best-fit lines to the data are also presented in the figures to

highlight the trends. The detailed quantitative data of these figures is given in Table 4.2

In all cases, heat transfer enhancement by the grids in perpendicular orientation is larger

than that by the grids in parallel orientation. It can be speculated that the larger heat

transfer with the rod-grids in perpendicular orientation is due to greater vortex stretching

of the primary vortices, which are parallel and aligned with the grid-rods. The primary

vertical structures, which are detected by the wavelet analysis (Figures4. 11-4.19),canbe

conjectured to play an imponantrole in the interaetion of freestream turbulencewith the

stagnation region heat transfer.

As evident in Figure 4.26, the difference between the two heattransfercurvesfor

thetwodilferentgridorientationsdecreaseswithincreasinggrid-to-modeI distance. As



xd increases from 25 to 125, the average difference in heat transfer between the

perpendicular and parallel orientations decreases from 7.39% to 1.06% for 2.86 cm rods,

likely due to the turbulence becoming more three-dimensional with increasing distance

downstream of the grids (see Figures 4.3, 4.5 and 4.11-4.19). The evolution of' vortical

stlUCluresdownstreamofthegridsofparallel rods can be further speculated using the

literature on the vortex dynamics of wakes behind circular cylinders . The Reynolds

numbers based on the rod size, Red, in this study range from 3,175 to 20,000. Hence, the

wake is in the flow regime of shear layer transition (Zdravkovich, 1997). Besides the

primary vortices, which are parallel and aligned with the circular cylinder, intense

shedding of near wake (x 'd < I) streamwise vortices are present in this regime

Funhermore ,three-dimensional vertical structures with sizes ranging from the shear layer

thickness to the Karman vortices are expected to develop in this flow regime (Wei and

Smith, 1986; Williamson, 1996), The primary vortices become dislocated and cannot be

precisely traced beyond xed > 50 in this flow regime (Zdravkovich , 1997). The

streamwise vortices, which evolve from the primary vortices in the near wake region,

deformintothree-dimensionalstlUcturesastheytravelfunherdownstream,ltisplausible

to assume a similar turbulence structure downstream of the grids in this study, and this

assumption is fairly supported by the measured turbulence characteristics (Figures 4.3,

4.5 and 4,11-4.19), resulting in a smaller difference in heat transfer with the

perpendicular and parallel grid orientations at greater grid-to-model distances.
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IIRandLrepresentthe gndsonperp endlcularandparallelonentallons.respectlVeI!
2) V,. V, and VJ are the mean freestream velocities of 5 m/s, 8 mI, and 10.5 m/s,

respectively.

1.86 em rods 1.59 em rods 0.95 em rods
R L % /nc. R L % Inc. R I L % Inc.

l.xld=25
V , 1.3827 1.2915 7.06 1.4079 1.3593 3.58 1.4218 1.3873 2../9
V, 1.5406 1.4407 6.93 1.5524 1.471 5.53 1.5916 1.5572 , 2.21

~'xld=~60 1 1.4801 8.17 1.6213 1.5473 ./.78 1.6526 1.6094 2.68

V, 1.2368 1.1555 7.0./ 1.2518 1.2004 ./.18 1.2892 1.2571 2.55
V, 1.3755 1.2872 6.86 1.3783 1.3154 ./.78 1.4051

: :~~~~ I ~~~
~xld=~~175

1.3244 7.03 1.4175 1.3604 ./.20 1.4366

V, 1.1678 1.1131 ./.91 1.1997 1.1374 5../8 1.2094 1.206 0.28

~xld)jll2
1.2344 ./.61 1.3137 1.2576 ./../6 1.3494 1.3355 1.0./
1.2561 5.56 1.3358 1.2777 M 5 1.3585 1.3417 1.25

V, 1.1018 1.0956 0.57 1.1312 1.1196 1.0./ 1.1774 1.1642 1.13
V, 1.252 1.2197 2.65 1.2846 1.2471 3.01 1.2918 1.2705 1.68

~'xId= ~i;91
1.2336 3.69 1.2863 1.2544 2.5./ 1.3066 1.2825 1.88

V 1.0901 1.0887 0.13 1.1292 1.1228 0.57 1.14 1.1275 1.11
V, 1.2157 1.1975 1.52 1.2361 1.2259 0.83 1.2382 1.2293 0.72
VJ 1.2321 1.2136 U 2 1.2624 1.2497 1.02 1 1.2626 1.2519 0.85

The increase in heat transfer augmentation with the grids in perpend icular

orientation over grids in parallel orientation decrea ses withdecreases in the rod size. At

x d=25, the average increase in heat transfer augmentation from the perpendicular

orientat ion over the parallel orientation is about 7.39%, 4.63% and 2.46% for the 2.86

cm.1.59cmandO.95grid-rods. respect ively. The greater degree of anisotrop y for the

bigger grid-rods (Figure 4.5) could be the likely reason for this observed phenomenon .1t

can also be additionally expla ined from the distinction between the primary and

secondary vortices downstream ofa circular cylinder reported in the literature .Whilethe

size of the primary vortices depends on the size of the turbulence generati ng rod.the size



of streamwise vortices are more dependent on the flow regime rather than the size of

primary vortices (Williamson, 1996b). Within a flow regime. there are relatively small

changes in the character of vonex shedding over a large range of Red (Williamson.

1996b). For the Red range of the present study. it seems likely that the size and strength of

streamwise vortices, which promote the three-dimensionality of the vertical structure

downstream of the grids, are somewhat comparable for all rod-grids. However. the sizes

ofprimary vonicesarerelativelyditTerent forthethreedilTerentrod-grids.leadingtothe

greaterdegreeofanisotropyofbiggergrid-rodsandsmallerditTerencebetween the two

grid orientations for smaller grid-rods.

The ditTerence in heat transfer augmentation with the two ditTerent grid

orientations over the entire stagnation region (0°<9<42°) is presentedinFigures4.27.

4.28 and 4.29. For the 2.86 cm rod-grid, the ditTerence in heat transfer augmentation

between the two grid-orientations is highest at the stagnation line (9=0°), and decreases

with streamwise distance from the stagnation line (Figure 4.27). The percentage

ditTerencein heat transfer decreases by about three as 8 increases fromOOt040 0forgrid-

to-modeldistancesof2Sd, SOd. 7Sd.and 100d. The heat transfer characteristics at grid-

to-model distance of 12Sd are anomalous, where the heat transfer with the parallel

orientation is higher than with the perpendicular orientation inth e off-stagnation region.

This distinct phenomena could be related to the large scale secondary von ical structures,

called double rollers in the literature (Corke et aI., 1992;Zdravkovich , 1997), found in

the far wake (x .d > 100) ofa circular cylinder; however, a detailed explanation for this

cannot beolTered at this point. For the l.S9 cm and 0.9S ern rod-grids, the ditTerencein



heat transfer for the two grid orientations remains relatively constant over the whole

stagnation region for all grid-to-model distances and ReD (Figure 4.28 and 4.29). The

observedcharaeteristic softheoff-stagnationregionheattransferindicatethatthenature

ofheattransferenhancementinthestagnationregionbydifferentvonical structures is

dependent on the size of the primary vortices, since the grid size isa determining factor

of the size of the primary vortices.
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Chapter V

Predictionof StagnationLine HeatTransferAugmentation

There have been a number of investigations to determine the relationship between

the characteristics of freestream turbulence and stagnation line heat transfer

augmentation. In this study, both a neural network and standard regression analysiswere

used to predict the stagnation line heat transfer. Neural networks were investigated in

this instance as they are well suited to deal with a large number of variables . A new

correlation model was developed by incorporating information penaining to the vertical

5.1 Prediction Using Neural Networks

Neural networks have been used successfully in many different engineering

problems, which, in general, are highly non-linear. Development of detailed

mathematical models for neural networks began in the 1940s (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943;

Hebb, 1949; Rosenblatt, 1959; Widrow and Hoff, (960) . More recent work by Hopfield

(1986), Rumelhan and McClelland (1986) and others led to a new resurgence in this

field. Neural networks have the capability of representing the physical knowledge of

complex systems. A neural network extracts knowledge from the data presented to it,

where the physical knowledge of the system is contained within the rules of the network

In this context, the feasibility of an Artificial Neural Network technique to predict

stagnation region heat transfer in the presence offreestrearn turbulence was investigated .



The neural network was trained using data from the present experiments . The neural

network technique used isbrietly described prior to presentation of the results

5.1.1 Neural Computing

Neural computing is a relatively new concept in computing and its architecture is

motivated by the design and function of the human brain. In neural computing,the

computations are performed in an entirely different manner from conventional

computing. Conventional computing requires the determination of the solution 10 the

problem and subsequent programming of the solution algorithm. By contrast . a Neural

Network (NN) is trained 10 solve the desired problem and it derives its computing power

through a massively distributed structure . Neural computing is also fault tolerant because

information is distributed throughout the system architecture . Ifany processing element is

destroyed, the performance of the network as a whole is only slightly degraded,whereas

traditional computing systems are rendered useless by even a small amount of damage to

memory. A NN system requires a cenain amount of data for its proper training . This data

could be obtained either experimentally or through physical simulations .lnthepresent

investigation. experimental data was used to train a NN for prediction of stagnation

region heat transfer in the presence offreestream turbulence. A feed-forward neural

network with one hidden layer and a back propagation-learning algorithm was selected in

this instance, due to its popularity, simplicity and powerful function approximation

capability.



Neuralnetworkmodelsarespecitiedbythenettopology.nodecharacteristicsand

training or learning rules. These rules specify an initial set ofweights and indicate how

the weights should be updated to improve the performance of the NN. A schematic of the

Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN) architecture used for the present study is shown

in Figure 5.1

Measurede:o;-- value

The topology of the network consists of an input layer, one hidden Iayerandone

output layer. There are 7 input neurons, 12 hidden neurons and loutput neuron in the

respective layers. Parameters to be considered when developing the FFNN are the

number of hidden nodes and the learning rate. More complex functions can be modeled

using a greater number of hidden nodes. however, if there are too manyhiddennodes,the

network does not tind a general solution and instead becomes too speciticorover-trained.



Each problem has an optimal number of hidden nodes, which needs to be determined . At

least one hidden layer is required to perform anon-linear mapping. Although a multi-

layered architecture can be used, it has been shown that one hidden layerisusually

sufficient to solve many problems. The activation function through which the sum of the

net input ofa neuron determines the output of that neuron can be: sigmoidal, linear,

hyperbolic tan, logistic, etc. In the present model, a logistic function has been used,

which may be represented as:

f(x)=l .(/+exp(-x)) (5 .1 )

The aim of the investigation is to predict via a neural network the stagnation

region Nil directly from the freestream turbulence characteristics Re, A" II , I ', w, ~" and

w,. A training sample size of 90 experimental data points was used for the NN training

The range of the input and output variables from the experimental study is given in Table

5.1. These values were normalized between 0.1 and 0.9 and were convened into binary

form for acceptance by the neural network software. In order to validate the network, an

independent validation setof35 experimental data points was used

5.1 .1.2 Optimization of the Neural Network Model

The performanceoftheNN is inlluenced by the size and efficiency of the training

set, by the architecture of the network and by the physical complexity of the problem

beingsolved.ltiseXlremely important 10 determine the appropriate number of hidden

neurons and optimize the learning rate. There are, however, nowell-defined criteria for

the optimization of the NN parameters; the optimum values depend on the specific



problem. Hence. a number of trials need to be performed to determine the optimum

number of hidden neurons and learning rate. To obtain the optimum number of hidden

neurons. a sensitivity analysis of the NN was performed in which the number of hidden

neurons was varied. while keeping the other parameters constant. The effect of the

number of hidden neurons on the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is presented in Figure

5.2. The smallest RMSE for both the training and test set of data was obtained with 12

hidden neurons. Hence. for all further computations, 12 hidden neurons were used in the

Table5.1 Variationof Input and Output Parameters

#1 Variables Ran2eorVariaiion
Minimum Maximum

E. erimentalin ut data
I Re noldsnumber(ReD 67.750 142.250
2 Integral length scale Lc.D) 0.0694 0.70
3 S anwisevonicit (""DIl!) 4.55 39.50
4 Normalvonicit w.D Il!) 4.55 39 .50
5 Streamwiseturbulenceintensit (/Ill!) 0.0393 0.1178
6 Normalturbulenceintensit (Vll!) 0.0335 0.1233
7 S anw iseturbulenceintensit W I 0.0335 0.1233

E. erimentalmeasuredvalues
8 Nusselt number (Nil) 283.4 623.3

The learning rate of the NN was also optimized for the present investigation. The

learning algorithm modifies the weights associated with each processinge1ement such

that the system minimizes the error between the target output and the actual network

output . Figure 5.3 shows the influence of the learning parameter on the RMSE. The

RMSE is plotted as a function of the epoch size. a number that represents how many

times each data set has been presented to the network. A smaller learning rate parameter



results in a smaller change in the network from one iteration to the next and the learning

curveis smoother. This is, however.anainedat thecost ofa slowerrateof learning

O.OI9 i Tnolnin. .... ... n..... 0..

(:: :J~i~~ ~
O.OI6 j ,;

I
0 .0 1:5

1::

4 6 8 10 12 14 16

When the learning rate parameter increases , the learning process is faster. Further ,

athighepoch sizes ,thelearningprocessbecomesslowerandthecurves forleaming rates

of0.5,O.7andO.9arealmostthesame. The learning rate that, on average , yields a local

minimum error with the smallest epoch size is selected as the optimum . A learning rate of

0.9 has been selected for the present NN. The learning is quite rapid and the test error is

very close to the training error , which indicates the network is able to generalize the

problem well when new test data was presented to it. The train ing was also carried out for

an epoch size of 20,000 . The test error and training error were further reduced. The

learningprocesswasstopped,whenthegeneralizationperforrnancewasobserved to be

satisfactory . Table 5.2 summarizes the optimal values of the trained NN parameters .
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Number of EPOCH

Variable Name
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Number of in utneurons 7
Number of hidden neurons 12
Number of out utneurons 1
Learninrate 0.9
EPOCH size 20000
Trainin sam les ize 90
Traininerror 0.009447
Test error 0.010718

The trained and optimized NN was evaluated using a new set of35 measured data

poinls.Theerroranalysisfnrlhecross-validalionoflhenewsetof35dalapoinlsshowed



that the error of the NN output for more than 80 percent of the data points was below 2% ,

and the maximum error of any data point was below 3%. This indicates that the network

was able to prediet the output with a high degree of accuracy forthepresent problem

To further evaluate the efficacy oftheNN,thenetworkwas used to predict the

variation of the stagnation line heat transfer with the freestream turbulence parameters ;

these calculated data were then compared to the experimental data(FiguresS.4.S .9). In

all cases, there is very good agreement between the heat transfer predieted by the NN and

the experimental results . The results indicate that there is a decrease in the heat transfer

with an increase in the integral length scale (Figure S.4),andan increase in heat transfer

with an increase in the other parameters

In neural network analysis. the relative importance of an input parameter is

usually determined by the contribution of this parameter to the output parameter . For this

purpose , the NEUROSHELL2 package was used to determine the relat ive contribution

faetorof input variables in predicting heat transfer augmentatio ninthestagnationline

The results are plotted in Figure 5.10. On the maximum scale of 6, provided by the

software, turbulence intensity has the highest contribution factor , 5.38, and integral

length scale has the lowest, 3.54. All the measured input variables seem to have fairly

equivalent intluenceon the stagnation line heat transfer augmentat ion. Therefore , all of

the character istics offreestream turbulence measured in this study should be considered
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The use of neural nerworks in this field is innovative. The present investigation

has demonstrated that a neural network can be trained effectively to prediet heat transfer

using a large number of input variables. The NN performance is strongly dependent on

the number and charaeter of the training samples. The number of hidden neurons and the

learning rate are also crucial parameters. The number of hidden neurons is much more

dependent on the relationship between the input and the output rather than the nurnber of

input and output neurons. A greater number of hidden neurons are required as the

complexity of the problem increases.

5.2 Prediction by Correlation Models

In this section, heat transfer data of the present study is compared with existing

correlation models. Using standard regression analysis, a new correlat ion model, which

takes into account the struetures ofturbulenc e. is also developed.



5.2.1 Comparison with Existing Correlation Models

The data from the three grids is compared with the correlation ofVanfossen et al

(1995) for freestreamturbulence from square bar mesh grids

~(..1. ) '"'"Fr=0.008VTIIReD"\ D) +0 .939

As shown in Figure 5.11, the discrepancy between the present experimental data and

Equation (5.3) is significant for the 2.86 cm rod-grid. but the agreement improves with

decreasing size of rods. FortheO .95cmrod-grid,87%oflhedalafallswilhin ±4percent

of Equation (5.3). II is clear from Figure 5.11 thaI correlations developed for isotropic

lurbulencegeneratedbysquaremeshgridsshouldbecorrectedlopredicllheheallransfer

duelolheturbulencewilhdistinetcoherenlvonicalslruetures. The errors are larger for

Ihe2 .86cmrod-grid,wherethefreestreamlurbulencehasagrealerdislinctionbelween

the primary and secondary vortices. It is unlikely that correlations developed for isotropic

turbulence can be used to estimate heat transfer 10 gas turbine blades. where the

turbulence from the combustor and wakes from the upstream blades are highly

anisolropicandlacedwilhwell-definedvonicalstruetures.
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5.2.2 Correlation Model Incorporating Vortlcal Structures and Vorticity Field

The freestream turbulence needs to be characterized more comprehensivel y to

obtain more accurate empirical models. Characterizing the freestream turbulence with Til.

ReD and '<"doesnotprovide a complete picture of the turbulence, especially when the

turbulence is anisotropic. The Reynolds number does not describe the nature of

turbulence. The T/land -<rprovide very limited information about the struetureofthe

turbulence since they are estimated from streamwise velocity fluctuations measured by a

single wire. The correlation model to estimate the stagnation line heat transfer was

formulated incorporating information pertaining to the coherent structures and vorticity

field. It seems plausible that incorporating the vorticity field and spanwise velocity

fluetuationswould improvethecorrelation, since they highlight the distinct struetureof

turbulence (see Figures 4.3-4.5). Since thevoniciry amplificationduetovonexstretch ing

is hypothesized to be an influential factor in stagnation region heat transfer,the

fluctuating vorticity component of primary vonices, i.e. ~. and a>, for turbulence

generated by the rod-grids in perpendicular and parallel orientations, respectively, were

considered to form a new turbulence parameter. Theproduetsofspanwise von icityand

velocity fluctuating components, va>, and w~" were taken as additional parameters to be

included inthecorrelation.Theproduets,va>,andw~.,canbe interpretedto represent the

vortex forces in turbulence, which are analogous to the Coriolis forces (Tennekes and

LumleY,1972) . The additional turbulence parameter used to develop a new correlation

for the stagnation line heat transfer is defined as '



F,. = v~"D

F,. = W~;D

Forrods-gridinperpendicularorienlalion (5.4a)

For rods-grid in parallel orientation (5.4b)

Therefore. the additional parameter is the vortex force due 10 freestream vortices.

which are susceptible to stretching, normalized by the diameter ofthe leading edge and

the mean freestream velocity, The new correlation was obtained by a regression analysis

and is presented in Figure 5.12. II can be seen that 95 %oflhe experimental data falls

within the +/-4% of the new correlation given by:

Fr = 0.0002/~Re/"" T/lam'(~Fao",F: u JS + 0.939 (5 .5)

The improved correlation suggests that the inclusion of' the vorticity field and

spanwisevelocilycomponenlstakesinloaccountthevorticalstructuresofthefreestream

coherentvorticalstructureshasditTerentinfluenceoverthehealtransfer in the stagnation

region. and the consideration ofvortical structures of' turbulence would improve the

correlation models in prediction of gas turbine heal transfer.
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Chapter VI

Conclusions , Contr ibutions and Recommendations

An experimernal study was performed to investigate the effect of freestream

turbulence vertical structures and von icity on stagnation region heat transfer. Freestream

turbulence with different orientations of primary vortices was generated using grids of

2.86 em, 1.59 cm and 0.95 cm diameter parallel rods in perpendicular and parallel

orientations with respect to the stagnation line. The characteristics of freestream

turbulencewere measuredusing hot-wire anemometry. Heat transfer in the stagnation

region of the heat transfer model with . cylindric al leading edge was measured. Reynolds

numbers based on the diameter of the leading edge ranged from 67,750 to 142,250. The

turbulenceintensi tyandtheratioofintegr.llengthsc.l etole.ding edge diameter were in

the range of3 .93% to I 1.78% and 0.07 to 0.7, respectively .

Overall, the structures of the freestream turbulence have. significant influenceon

thestagnationregionheattransfer.S imiiartothefindingsofprevious studies , an increase

in Reynolds number and turbulence intensity results in higher heat transfer in the

stagnation region, because of the thinner boundary layer and the greater transportofheat

by the turbulence eddies. Heat transfer increases with decreasing integral 1ength scale as

the smaller eddies can better interact with the boundary layer. Additionally, the results of

this experimental study show that stagnation region heat transfer increases with the lateral



vorticity fluctuations of the freestream turbulence . The freestrearn turbulence where the

primary vortices are susceptible to stretching gives the higher heat transfer in the

stagnation region . Apparent distinction between the primary and secondary vortices, i.e,

the highe r degree of anisotropy of turbulence , leads to more noticeabledifferenceinheat

transfer between two grid orientations . The existing correlation models for the stagnation

region heat transfer produce increasing discrepancies with greater degrees of anisotropy,

since these models were developed based on nearly isotropi c turbulence generated by

square-mesh grids. Inclusion of turbulence parameters pertain ing to the structures of

turbulence could improve the corre lation for the stagnation region heat transfer .

The specific conclusions with quantitative figures are:

I . Turbulence downstream of the grid of paralle l rods is anisotropic close to the grids

(.TId" 25-50), and the degree of anisotropy decreases with the downstream distance.

The anisotropy is more pronounced with the larger rods . Three-dimensional ityofthe

turbulence increaseswith greaterdistance downstreamof the grids.

2. Wavelet analysis was used to identify the coherent primary vortices generatedbythe

gridofparallel rods; the coherent vortices are prominent at locations close to the grids

(.TId", 25-50) . The difference in the characteristics of the primary and secondary

vortices are more pronounced for larger rods at a given normalized downstream

distance. However, these primary vortices seem to weaken and their distinction from

the secondary vortices becomes less with increasing downstream distance.

3. Heat transfer in the stagnation region decreases with increasing grid-to-model

distance for a given Reynolds number . The increase in heat transfer at the stagnation



line over a uniform freestream ranges from 37% 10 75% al x/d = 25. and 15% to 34%

at x/d = 125 for the three different grids.

4. Heat transfer increases with increasing Reo for a given rod-grid and grid-to-model

distance. The stagnation line heal transfer increases by 10% and 15% at x/d of 125

and 25 as Reo increases from 67.750 to 142,250.

5. For a given grid-to-modeldistance, x/d.andReo,lhegrid withsmallerdiamerer rods

gives higher heat transfer. AI the stagnation line, heat transfer withth e O.95 cmrod-

grid is about 5% higher than that with the 2.86 cm rod-grid. This can be attributed to

the smaller length scales associated with thesmal1errod-grid.

6. The heal lransferenhancement by the grids in perpendicular orientat ion is larger than

that by the grids in parallel orientation. This can be speculated to be caused by greater

vortex stretching. since the primary vortices generated by the perpendicular

orientation are primarily aligned normal 10 the stagnation line, and moresusceptible

to stretching as they approach the stagnation region.

7. The difference in heat transfer augmentat ion by grids in perpendicular and paral1el

orientations decreases with the size of grid-rods. This couldbeduetoamore apparent

distinct ion between primary and secondary vortices with the bigger rods which

generate turbulence with a higher degree of anisotropy. At a grid-to-rnodel distance of

25d. the average difference in heat transfer augmentation is 7.39%, 4.63% and 2.46%

forthe2.86cm,l.59cmandO.95cmrods,respect ively.

8. The difference in heat transfer augmentation with grids in perpendicular and paral1eI

orientations decreases with increasinggrid-to-model distance . This is likeIydue to the



greater three-dimensionality of the freestreamvortical structures as the distance from

the grid increases.

9. For the 2.86cm rod-grid, the difference in heat transfer between perpendicularand

parallel grid-orientations is the highest at the stagnation line, and decreases with

streamwisedistance. However.this differenceremainsfairlyconstantover the whole

stagnation region for the 1.59 em and 0.95 em rod-grids. This indicates thaI the heat

transfer enhancement in the stagnation region by different vortical structures is

dependent on the size of the primary vortices.

10. The nature of heat transfer enhancement in the stagnation region by freestream

turbulence with distinct coherent vortical structures is quite distinct from that by

turbulence generated using square-mesh grids. The heat transferdat a of this study are

poorlypredictedusingtheexistingcorrelationmodelsforlurbulencegeneratedfrom

square-mesh grids. The discrepancies increase for the larger rods which generate

turbulence with a higher degree of anisotropy.

11. A neural network could be an effective tool with a higher level ofac curacy 10 predict

the stagnation region heat transfer using the characteristics of the freestream

turbulence measured in this study. The neural network trained in this study could

predict more than 80% of the sample data points below 2% error. The maximum

percentage error was 3.

12. The correlation can be improved with the inclusion of spanwise vorticity and velocity

fluctuations. The improved model correlates the heat transfer data oft his study within

+/-4%. Therefore, any correlation model for stagnation region heat transfer should



turbulence to improve its predictive capability .

The contribution s of this experimental study to the literatur e of the stagnation

region heat transfer are:

I. The study investigated the relationship between the stagnation region heat transfer

isotropic turbulence used in the previous studies .

2. The hypothesis of the heat transfer augmentation due to vortex stretching was

experimentall y proved .

3. The study revealed the deficiencies of current empirical models inpredictingreal-Iife

applications, where turbulence with higher degrees ofanisotropyoccurs.

4. The use of neural networks to predict stagnation region heat transfer,usingsufficient

turbulencecharacteristicsof the freestream, was innovative and provedthat neural

5. A new correlation model with an additional turbulence parameter , which takes the

structure of turbulence into account , was developed .



The followings recommendation are made for further study,

I. The inl1uenceoflhe vertical structures might change with the Mach number of' the

flow, This should be investigated since compressible now is often encountered in gas

turbine applications.

2. Measuremenlscouldbeperformedwilhlhegridsofparallelrodsalignedaldifferenl

angles with the stagnation line. This would provide a better understanding of the

interaction of inclined vertical structures with lheboundarylayeroflheslagnalion

region.

3. Turbulence with higher degree of anisotrcpy than those in this study should be tested,

since these flows are common in real-life applications.

4. Inclusion of the streamwise vorticity component is recommended to obtain a more

completepiclureoflhevonicilyficld.
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Appendix A

Estimation of Conduction Heat Losses through the Leading Edge Body

Using A Three-Dimensional Finite Element Model

Pan of the energy supplied to the stainless steel foils of the leading edge is lost

through the leading edge body by conduction, which is three-dimensional in nature

Preliminary heat transfer tests were conducted in order to estimate the total conduction

heat losses from the ditference between the average temperatures oft he outer surface and

inner surface of the leading edge (Equation 3.le ). The points where temperature

measurements were taken during the preliminary tests are shown in Figure A. I.
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It should be noted that there are additional temperature reading pointsapanfrom

the six thermocouples on each stainless steel strip. The same number of temperature

reading points with the same y and zcoordinates are located on the inner surface (which

cannot be seen in Figure A.I) . Firstly. the heat transfer tests were performed without

turbulence grids. After the steady state was obtained. the temperatures of the reading

points shown in Figure A.I were recorded. Conduction heat losses from each strip were

estimated using the ANSYS finite element package. and the flat plate finite element

model used is shown in Figure A.2. The flat plate has a width of3 .2 em, i.e the combined

width of two strips and two gaps between strips. and is 0.635 em thick. The height of the

plate model is 20.32 ern, extending 2.54 cm at both ends of the heated stainless steel



The flat plate model has 26 elements and 84 nodes. The type of element is eight

node brick (Solid 70 oftheANSYS package) . The coordinates of the nodes. elements .

program sample input data and results are given in the last part of this Appendix.The

conduction loss from a strip was the weighted average of the heat flux at the nodes on the

strip . The total conduct ion heat losses is the summation ofconduction from all strips :

Q,o.d = Total conduct ion losses from the leading edge

(q,ood),=Conductionlossesrromthestainlesssteelstripi

The average temperature of the outer and inner surfaces of the leading edge was

estimated from the temperature profile of those surfaces. The correction factor C, was

= Thermal conductivity of the leading edge

= Area of the leading edge

Cr =Correetion factor for each freestream veloc ity

TWolle = Average temperature of the outer surface

TWmne,.=Averagetemperatureoftheinnersurface



The heat transfer tests were repeated with the presenceof turbulence generating

grids. and the accuracy of the use of correction factors was checked. The total conduction

heat losses computed using the correction factors agreed with that given by the finite

elementmodelsusing the ANSYS packagewithin± 2 percentfor all freestreamvelocity.
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AppendixB

Estimation of Experimental Uncertainties

B.1 Uncertainties in Fross/ing Number

Foreachvariablemeasu red(orestimated),thetotaluncenaintycan be calculated

VII = [B2 +1"1'"

VII = Total uncenainty

Tota/uncertainty(Un)

The ±Un interval about the result presented is the band within which the

experimenter is 95% confident that the true value of the result lies.

Bias error (B)

The bias error is an estimate of the magnitude of the fixed, constant error. It is

assigned with the understanding the experimenter is 95% confident that the true value of

the bias error would be less than 181.The bias error of the variable measured is usually

based on the resolution of the equipment and the error specifications provided by the

manufacturer. For instance, the multimeter has a resolution of 0.01 ampere. which is

takenasconstanterrorbytakingthecalibrationerroroftheequipmentinto accoum In

measuring the current flow. The average currents to the leading edge for the maximum

and minimum freestream velocity of the tests are 5.56 and 3.85 amperes, respectively.



Therefore. the percentage bias error in current li s O.18 percent (= 0.0 1I5.56 · 100) for lhe

maximum velocity, and the 0.26 percent (= 0.0113.85) for the minimum freesrream

velocity.

The bias error for estimated variables are calculated using the root-sum-square

method (Moffat. 1988). which is the basis for all uncertainty estimation. If the result R of

the experiment is calculated from the a set of measured (or estimated) variables

.. .. . . . . .• rs )

then. the bias error of the variable R is given by the root-sum-square method:

[., (CR )']"BR = ~ a;:B,

The partial derivativeofR with respect tor, is the sensitivity coefficient for the

result R with respect to the measurement x; In case the variable R is estimated from a

pure product forrn of a set of variables:

then, the root-sum-squaremethod gives the bias error in R:

Theb iaserrorsofenergy inputtothe leadingedge Q... heatlosses Q,adand Q,~d.

Nusselt number Nu and Frossling number Fr were estimated by applying the root-sum-

square method to theEquation 3.1.



Precision error (P)

which the true value of the result falls. if the experiment were repeated many times under

the same conditions using the same equipment. Thus, the precision error is an estimate of

the lack of repealability caused by random errors and unsteadiness

The precision error of the single sample parameter, i.e voltage. current and

freestrearn mean velocity for this study, is estimated from the standard deviation (S) of

the population of the measurements (31 samples were taken for each piece of equipment

in this study). The ratio of precision error to the standard deviation (PS) for 31 samples

rangesbelWeen1.34toO.8(seeMoffat, 1988), and the average value [=(1.34+0 .8)/2] is

taken for this study. For instance, to estimate the precision error oft heTSlvelocitymeter

at the maximum freestream velocity, 31 samples were taken running the wind tunnel at

U= 10.5 m/s. The sample data (in mls) is:

U=[10.50, 10.50, 10.50. 10.55, 10.50, 10.55, 10.45.10.50, 10.50, 10.50. 10.45.10.50.

10.55,10.55.10.50,10.50,10.50,10.55,10.45,10.45.10.50,10.50,10.50,10.50.10.50.

10.45,10 .50,10 .55,10 .50,10 .50,10 .45]

The standard deviation (S) of the sample was estimated to be 0.0316 mls.andthe

precisionerrorPwascalculatedusingtheratioofP/Sforthepopulationof31 samples:

P S=(1.34+0.8)/2

Therefore, the percentage precision error of the TSI meter for the maximum freestream

velocity is 0.322 (=P/U=0 .03381 /10 .5 *100)



The precisionerrorofa multiple-sample parameter. i.e. temperature readings of

thermocouples for this experiment . can be considered based on statistical theories

Multiple-sample tests are those in which enough data is taken at each test point to support

a sound statistical interpretation of the random error characteristics of the set. In this

study. the reading ofa thermocouple was the average of the set of 180 data points. the

standard deviation of which was lower than the bias error of the therrnocouple.Therefore .

the precision error in temperature was assumed lobe equivalent 10 the bias error. The

precision error of an estimated variable can be calculated using the root-sum-square

8.2 Unr:enainty in Tu, A..and (J)

The uncenaintyofthe hot-wire data includes calibration uncertainty, a.and

curve-fitting uncertainty, p (Yavuzkurt, 1984). Total uncertainty in a parameter is

calculated depending on how this parameter is estimated and the number of curve-fittings

involved. For instance. the uncertainty in the streamwise fluctuating velocity component

UIl,=[a'-p'j'"

However, total uncertainty in integral length scale needs to take into account the

additional uncertainty in curve-fitting for autocorrelation function.

Calib,atiollullcertaillty(aj

Calibration uncertainty is mainly due to the uncertainty in velocity measurement

in calibrating the hot-wire. SincetheTSI velocity meter was used for calibration. the total



uncenainty,i.e.combinedbiasandprecisionerrors,invelocitymeasurementwastaken

as the calibration uncertainty , Unlike the velocity measurement in estimation of the

frossling number, where the velocity was the single-sample parameter, the velocity

readings were recorded as multiple-sample parameters (31 readings for each freestream

velocity) in the calibration process in order to reduce the precision error

Curve-jittinguncertainry(p)

from the curve fit data, uncertaint y Pcan be calculated as follows (Yavuzkurt,

1984)'

[
±(/W)'1"P= , . 1 ~ ,

= Measured velocity (mls)

= Difference between the measured and curve-fined data (mls)

= Total numbers of data points for curve-fining

The root-sum-square method was applied to the Equations 3.9 and 3.10 to

estimate the uncertainty in integral length scale, and to the Equation s3 .11 and 3.12 to

determine the uncertainty in tluetuating vorticity components .



AppendixC

Calibration and Data Reduction Programs for Hot-wires

C.1 Single Wire

C.1.1 Velocity Calibration

% Script file to obtain a calibrat ion curve for s-wire

% generate sequence offile names

file = [ 'scaIOO.dat'; 'scalOl.dat' ; 'scaI02.dat'; 'scaI03.dat'; ,scal04.dat';'scaI0 5.dat';

'scaI06.dat'; 'scaI07.dat'; 'scaI08.dat'; 'scaI09.dat'; 'scall O.dat';' scall l.dat';' sca1l2.dat';

'sca1l3.dat'; 'scaIl4.dat'; 'sca1l5.dat'; 'sca1l6.dat'; ];

forn=J :size(fiIe.l) ;

tid = fopen(tile(n,l :size(fiIe,2» ,'r');

data=fscanf{tid, %i %i',[J , infj);

hwirel(n) ~mean(data(l .1 :size(data,2)));

fclose(tid );

tsi_vel=[O.00 1.872 .473 .J33 .754 .355 .025 .826 .487.288.008 .759 .289 .8810 .50

11.4012 .25];

pxm3JOOal~polyfit(hwirel .tsi_vel,3);



x=linspace(IOO,2500,100);

yl=pol yval(pxm3100al ,x);

y=polyval(pxm3100al ,hwirel);

plot(hwirel ,tsi_vel,'r+',x,yl,'k-');

title('CalibrationCurve for S·Wire dataset , Mar. 16,2000 ');

xlabel('Hot Wire Signal (NO Data)');

ylabel('Velocity (TSl meter),mlsec.');

axis([300?500 0 13.0J)

savepxm3 100alpxm3100al ;

t
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% Script file to analyze mean and rms velocity. % filename : xmsave.m

loadpxm3100al ;

file I = ['sslll.dat';'ssI21.dat' ; 'ss13l.dat' ; 'ss611.dat'; 'ss621.dat'; 'ss631.dat' ; 'ss211.dat' ;

'ss22 1.dat';' ss231.dat';' ss7 11.dat'; 'ss721.dat';' ss731.dat';' ss3 I I.dat'; 'ss321.dat'; 'ss33 1.

'ss811.dat';' ss821.dat'; 'ss831.dat'; 'ss4l l .dat'; 'ss421.dat'; 'ss431.dat'; 'ss9 11.dat';

'ss921.dat'; 'ss931.dal';'ss5ll .dal';'ss521 .dal';'ss531 .dal';) ;

forn=l :size(filel ,I) ;

fid=fopen(tiIel(n,l :size(tiIel,2»,'r');

data =fscanf(fid,'%i%i',[I , inf]);

ndala_l=data(I,:);

ul=polyval(pxm3100al,ndata_I);

dt=1 /30000 ;

[z,wn]=butlord(14000/I5000,l5000/I5OOO,I,50);

dt=1I20000;

[z,wn)=butlord(9500/10000,100OO/I0000 ,1,50);

[b,a)=butler(z,wn);



ulf=fiIter(b,a.ul) ;

u=uIf(IOO :139900);

u_mean(n)=mean(u(I ,I :size(u,2))) ;

uyrime= u-ujneantn);

clear data ndata_l ;

fclose(fid) ;

u_rms(n)=std(u);

tu(n)=(uJms(n)!u_mean(n»*IOO ;

fori = 2:(size(u,2)-I) ;

dupdtf i) = (uyrime(i+l)-uyrime(i.l»!(2*dl);

dupdx(i) =dupdl(i)!u_mean(n) ;

dupdxrms(n)=sld(dupdx);

% (dv!dt)

% (dvidt)/U

epsilon(n)=IS*nu*(dupdxrms(n»"2 ;

etam) = (nu"3!epsilon(n» ."O.2S;

tau(n) = (nuiepsilon(n» ."O.S;

!K(n) =u _mean(n)/(2*2217*eta(n»;

VK(n) = (nu*epsilon(n)) ."O.2S;

clear uyrime u;

y=linspace(I,27,27);

% mean of dissipation rate

% Kolomogorov length scale

0JloKolomogoro vtime scale

% Kolomogorov frequency

% Kolomogorov velocity scale

%repeal for every file



saveumean.datyu_mean-ASCII;

savetuinten.datytu -ASCII;

saveurms.datyu_rms-ASCII;

saveepseta.datyepsiloneta-ASCII;

savetaufk,datytautK-ASCII;

savedupdx.dat ydupdxnns-ASCII;

savevk.dat yVK-ASCII;

c1earnmfidfilelpxm3100al ;

loadpxm3100a l :

filel=['ssll l.dat '; 'ss I2 I.dat '; 'ssI 3I.dat '; 'ss61I.dat';'ss62I.dat ';'ss63 I.dat ';'ss21I.dat';

'ss9 11.dat'; 'ss921.dat';' ss931.dat';' ss511.dat';'ss521.dat'; 'ss531.dat'; ];

x=linspace(I ,250,250);

forn=l :size(filel ,I );

fid= fopen(fiIel(n,l :size(fiIel ,2)),'r');

data =fscanJl:fid,%i %i',[I , inf]);

ndata_l =data(I, :);



ul=polyval(pxm3100al.ndata_I);

[z,wn]=buttord(14000IlS000 .IS000 /IS000 .1.S0);

[z.wn]=buttord(9S00/10000.IOOOOIlOOOO.l,50) ;

y=x*dt*12;

[b,aj=butter(z .wn);

ulf=fiher(b.a.ul);

u=uIf{IOO:139900);

u_mean(n)=mean(u(l,1 :size(u,2)));

ujirime> u-u_mean(n);

c1eardatandata_l ;

fclose(tid) ;

u_rms(n)=std(u);

forj=I :2S0;

fori=I :(size(u.2)-(j*12)-I) ;

uprimebar(i)=uJ'rime(i+(j*12)-I)*uJ'rime(i)/(uJms(n)*u_rms(n»);

aUlo(n,j)=mean(uprimebar);



clear uprirne u;

save autocor.dat yauto-ASCII; clearnmfidfilelpxm3100al ;

C.2.1Ve/ocityCalibration

% Script file to obtain a calibration curve for Xvwire

file=( 'xcaI00.dat';'xcaI0I.dat';'xcaI02 .dat';'xcaI03 .dat';'xcaI04 .dat';'xcaI05 .dat';

'xcaI06.dat';' xcaI07.dat'; 'xcaI08.dat'; 'xcal09.dat'; 'xca1l0.dat'; 'xcal11.dat'; 'xcaIl 2.dat';

'xcaIl3 .dat'; 'xca114.dat';'xcaI15 .dat'; 'xcaIl6 .dat';] ;

for n=l :size(fiIe, I);

fid=fopen(fiIe(n.l :size(file,2» ,'r');

data=fscanflfid,%i%i' ,(2 ,inf]) ;

hwirel(n)=mean(data(l ,I :size(data,2))) ;

hwire2(n)=mean(data(2,I :size(data,2») ;

fclose(fid);

% repeat for every file

tsi_vel=(0.001 .802.593.143 .894.475.005 .756.387.328 .008.779.289 .8710.50

11.4012 .35];



p"aOSOOal=polyfit(hwirel .tsi_vel.3);p"aOSOO81=polyfit(hwire2.tsi_vel.3);

,,=linspace(200 .2400.100);

yl=polyval(p"aOSOOal.");y2=polyval(p,,aOS0081 .");

y=polyval(p"a0500al .hwirel); z=polyval(p"aOS0081.hwire2);

plot(hwirel.tsi_vel,'r+'.".yl:k-·'.hwire2.tsi_vel,'gx '.".y2:k··');

title('CalibrationCurveforX-Wire dataset, Apr. OS.2000');

xlabelf'Hot Wire Signal (AID Data)');ylabel('Velocity (TSI meterj.m/sec .');

a"is([2002400013 .0));savepxa0500alpxa0500al ;savep"a050081p"aO50081;

~ ~ ~ ~ ~=~~~O~~~OO
Hal Wire Signal (NO Data)



C.2.2 Yaw Angle Calibration

% letaef.m : Scripl file lo oblain lela effective

loadp xaOSOOal;

loadp xa0500a2 ;

file = [' xaOO.dal';'xa 06.dal'; 'xa05.dal'; 'xa04.dal'; 'xa03.dal'; 'xa02.dat'; 'xaOl.dal';

'xa07.dal';' xa08.dal';' xa09.dal';' xa I0.dal';' xa l l. dal'; 'xa12.dal'; );

yaw=[302 5 20 15 105-5-10-15-20·25-3 0);

for n v I isizet file. I);

tid = fopen(fiIe(n.I :size(file.2» ,'r');

dala = fscanf(tid,'%i %i'.[ 2,inf] );

hwl (n) =mean(dalaO .1:size(dala,2)));

hw2(n)=mean(dala(2,I :size(dala,2)));

fclose(tid) ;

% repeal for every file

forn =l : size(file,I) ;

veU(n)=polyval(pxa0500al ,hwl (n» ;

vel_2(n)= polyva1(pxa0500a2.hw2(n));

forn =l : size(file,I );

efang_l (n)=atan«co s(yaw(n)·p i/180)-(vel_l (n)/8.1839»)/sin(.yaw(n)·p i/I 80» ;



efang_2(n) =atan«cos(yaw(n)"pi/180)-(vel_2(n)/8.2183» /sin(yaw(n)"pi/180» ;

tetaef_l(n)=efang_l(n)"180/pi;

tetaef_2(n)=efang_2(n)"180/pi;

%repeatforeveryfile

plot(yaw,tetaeCl,'r+',yaw,tetaef_2,'gx',yaw,tetaeCI ,'y',yaw,tetaef_2,'b');

title('Effeetive angle versus Teta yaw, Mar. 18,2000') ;

xlabel('Tetayaw ,Degree');ylabel('Effectiveangleofwires,Degree');

EWectiveangle,ersusTetayWl,Apr .05 ,200J



C.2.4 Estimation of Fluctuating Velocity Components

% Scripl file to analyze mean and rms ofa set of x-wire data . % filename : xmsave.m

loadpxa0500al ;

loadpxa0500a2 ;

file l=['xslll.dat'; 'xs I21.dat';'xsI31.dat';'xs611.dat';'xs621.dat';'xs631.dat';

'xs321.dat';' xs331.dat'; 'xs811.dat';' xs821.dat'; 'xs83I .dat'; 'xs411.dat'; 'xs421.dat';

'xs431.dat'; 'xs911.dat';'xs921 .dat';'xs931 .dat';'xs511.dat'; 'xs521.dat' ; 'xs531.dat';] ;

file2= ['xpll l.dat' ; 'xpI21.dat' ; 'xp13l.dat' ; 'xp61l.dat' ; 'xp621.dat';'xp631.dat';

'xp2 11.dat'; 'xp221.dat'; 'xp231.dat';' xp711.dat'; 'xp721.dat'; 'xp731.dat'; 'xp::ll l .dat';

'xp32 l .dat';' xp331.dat';' xp811.dat';' xp821.dat';' xp831.dat'; 'xp4 11.dat'; 'xp42 1.dat';

'xp431.dat';' xp9 11.dat';' xp921.dat';' xp931.dat'; 'xp511.dat';' xp521.dat'; 'xp531.dat'; ];

tteta_l=43 .0944;

tteta_2=35 .0726;

tetal=tteta_l*pil180;

teta2 =tteta_2*pi /180;

tantetal=tan(tetal);

tanteta2=tan(teta2) ;

costetal=cos(tetal);

forn= l:size(filel,l);

% teta I effective in degrees

% teta2 effective in degrees



fid=fopen(fiIel(n,J:size(filel,2»,'r');

d.t.=fsc.nQfid,'%i%i',[2,int]);

nd.t._I=d.t.(I ,:);

nd.t._2=d.t.(2, :);

ul=polyv.l(px.0500.1 ,nd.t._l);

u2=polyv.l(px.0500a2,nd.t._2);

dt=I/30000 ;

[z,wn]=buttord(! 4000/15000, I5000/15000,1 ,50);

[z,wn]=buttord(9500/10000 .10000 /10000 , 1,50);

[b,.]=butter(z,wn);

ult'=filter(b,. ,ul);

u!=uIQIOO :99900) ;

u2t'=filter(b,a.u2) ;

u2=u2QI00:99900) ;

forq=l:size(Ul,2);

u(q) = (costetal*ul(q»/(cos(tet.I·.tan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(t.nteta2*ul(q)/u2(q)+tantet.I»)))*cos(atan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(tanteta2*ul(q)/u2(q)+tantet.I)));



v(q) =(cosleta l*ul(q»/(COS(letal·ale.~«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(lanleta2*ul(q)/uZ(q)+tanleta l»)))*sin(alan« ul( q)/u2(q}

1)/(lanleta2*ul (q)/u2(q)+tanleta l )));

u_mean(n)=mean(u( l .l :size(u.Z)));

v_mean(n)=mean(v(l, I:size(v.Z)));

fclose(fid);

u_rms(n) = sld(u);

v_rms(n)= sld(v);

lu(n)=(u_rms(n)/u_mean(n))*I OO;

for i = Z:(size(ul .Z)-I );

dvpdu i) = (v.J)rime(i+ l) ,v.J) rime(j- l»/( Z*dl); % (dv/dt)

dvpdx(i) =dvpdl (i)/u_mean(n); % (dv/dl)/U

dupdl(i) = (u.J)rime(i+ l}-u.J)rime(i. I» /(Z*dl) ; % (dv/dt)

dupdx(i) =dupdt (i)/u_mean(n); % (dv/dl)/U

dvpdxrms(n) = std(dvpdx);

dupdxrms(n) = std(dupdx);

epsilon(n) = IS*nu*(dup<!xrms(n)YZ;

% mean of (duldx)hZ

% mean of dissipalion rate



eta(n) = (nu"3/epsilon(n» ."O.2S;

= (nuiepsilon(n» ."O.S;

tK(n) =u_mean(n) /(2*2217*ela(n» ;

VK(n) = (nu*epsilon(n» ."O.2S;

c1earbelasulu2u...primev...primeuv ;

y=linspace(I,27, 27);

forn= l :size(fiIe2,1);

fid=fopen(file2(n,l :size(fiIe2,2»,'r') ;

dala=fscanf{fid,'%i%i' ,[2 , inf) ;

ndata_l=data(I, :);

ndata_2=data(2, :);

ul=polyval(pxaOSOOal,ndala_I);

u2=polyval(pxaOS00a2,ndala_2) ;

% Kolomogoro v tength scale

% Kolomogorov time scale

% Kolomogorov frequency

% Kolomogoro v velocity scale

%repeal for every file

[z,wn]=bultord(14000/ISOOO,ISOOOIISOOO,I ,SO);

[z,wn]=bultord(9S001l0000,10000 /IOOOO, I,SO);

[b,a]=bulter(z,wn) ;



ulf.=filler(b.a ,ul);

u!=uIQIOO :99900);

u2f.=filler(b,a.u2);

u2=u2Q100 :99900) ;

forq=l :size(uI.2);

uxz(q)= (costeta l tu l(q) /(cos(letal-alan«uI (q)/u2(q)

1)/(lanleta2*u!(q)/U2(q)+lanletal»)))*cos(alan«uI (q)/u2(q)

1)/(lanleta2*ul(q)/u2(q)+tanletal)));

w(q) = (cosletal*ul(q) /(cos(letal-alan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(lanleta2*ul(q)/u2(q)+lantetal»)))*sin(atan«ul(q)/u2(q)

l) /(tanteta2*u l(q) /u2(q)+tanteta 1)));

uxz_mean(n)=mean(uxz(I ,l :size(u"z,2)));

w_mean(n)=mean(w(I.I :size(w ,2)));

uxz-.prime= uxz-uxz jnearun);

w-'prime ~ wow_mean(n) ;

fclose(fid) ;

uxzJms(n)= std(uxz);

wJms(n)=std(w);

lUxz(n)=(uxzJms(n)/uxz_mean(n))*lOO;

fori =2:(size(ul,2)-I);



dwpdl(i) = (w..Jlrime(i+l),w..Jlrime(i- l» /(Z*dl); % (dv/dt)

dwpdx(i) =dwpdl(i )/uxz_mean(n) ; % (dv/dl)/U

duxzpdtfi) = (uxz..Jlrime(i+l)-uxz..Jlrime(i-l»/(Z*dl); % (dv/dt)

duxzpdx(i) =duxzpdl(i )/uxz_mean(n) ;

dwpdxrms(n)=sld(dwpdx);

duxzpdxrms(n)=sld(duxzpdx);

clearbelasuluZuxz..Jlrimew..Jlrimeuxzw;

save umean.dal y u_mean uxz_mean -ASCII ;

save tuinten.dat y tu tuxz-Asflll:

saveuvrms .dalyu_rmsv_rms-ASCII;

saveuxzwrms.dalyuxz_rmsw_rms-ASCII;

savepdxrms.datydvpdxrmsdwpdxrms-ASCII;

save vwmean.dal y v_mean w_mean -ASCII;

save epseta.dat y epsilon eta-ASCII;

savelaufk.dalylaulK-ASCII;

savedupdx.dalydupdxrmsduxzpdxrms-ASCII;

savevk .dalyVK-ASCII;

%meanof(duldx)AZ

%repealforeveryfile

clearnmfidfilelfile2pxaOSOOalpxaOS00a2letalleta211eta_llleta_Z;



C.3VorticityProbe

C.3.1 Velocity Calibration

% Script file 10obtain a calibration curve for v-wire, filename:vcalib .m

file=[ 'vcaI00.dal'; 'vcaI0I.dal' ; 'vcaI02.dal'; 'vcaI03.dal'; 'vcaI04.dal';'vcaI05 .dal';

'vcaI06.dal'; 'vcaI07.dal';' vcaI08.dal';' vcaI09.dal';'vca1I0 .dal';' vcalll.dal';' vcaIl 2.dal';

'vcaIl3 .dal'; 'vcaIl4.dal'; 'vcaIl 5.dal'; 'vcaIl 6.dal'; ];

forn=l: size(file,I) ;

fid ~fopen(file(n,l :size(file,2»:r') ;

dala=fscanttfid,'% i%i',[4, inf]);

hwire1(n)= mean(dala(l,I :size(dala,2)));

hwire2(n)=mean(dala(2,I :size(dala,2))) ;

hwire3(n)= mean(dala(3,I :size(dala,2))) ;

hwire4(n)=mean(dala(4,l :size(dala,2» );

fclose(fid);

clear data ;

end; % repeal for every file

Isi_vel=[O.001. 792.50 3.273 .904.485.035 .776.407.288 .028 .739 .129 .8210.50

11.2512 .20];

pxa1700a1=polyfil(hwirel,lsi_vel,3);pxaI700a2=polyfil(hwire2,lsi_vel,3);

pxaI700a3=polyfil(hwire3,lsi_vel,3);p xaI700a4=polyfil(hwire4,Isi_vel ,3) ;

x=linspace(200,2000,100) ;



yl=polyval{pxaI700al ,x);y2=polyval{pxaI700a2,x);

y3=polyval{pxaI700a3,x);y4=polyval{pxa1700a4,x);

plot{hwirel,tsi_vel, 'r"",x,yl,'k--' ,hwire2,tsi_vel,'gx',x,y2,'k--',hwire3.

tsi_vel,'m+'.x,y3,'k',hwire4,tsi_vel,'bx' ,x,y4,'k');

titieCCalibration Curve for V-Wire dataset. Apr. 17,2000') ;

xlabel{'Hot Wire Signal (NO Data)'); ylabelt'Velccity (TSI meterj.m/sec .');

axis{[200 2000 0 12.5));

savepxaI700alpxaI700al;savepxa1700a2pxaI700a2;

savepxaI700a3pxaI700a3 ;savepxaI700a4pxaI700a4;

~O SOD BOO 1000 1200 1400 1600 1BOO
Hot Wire Signal (AID Data)

FigureC4VelocitycalibrationforVorticityProbe



C.3.2 Yaw Angle Calibration

% letaef m : Scripl file lo oblain leta effective

loadp xa1700a1;

load pxa I700a2;

file = ['vaOO.dal';'va06 .dal'; 'va05.dal'; 'va04.dal';'va03 .da1'; 'va02.dal' ; ·vaOl.dal';

'va07.dal'; 'va08.dal'; 'va09.dal'; 'va lO.dal'; 'va l l. dal'; 'va I2.dal'; );

yaw =[ 03025 20 15105 .5 . IO-15 -20 -25 -30);

forn = l :size(fiIe, I);

fid = fopen(fiIe(n.1:size(file.2» ,'r');

dala =fscantlfid ,'%i %i', [4, infj );

hwl (n) =mean(dala(I , l :size(dala,2))) ;

hw2(n) = mean(dala(2.1:size(dala.2)));

fclose(fid);

% repeat for every file

for n = l :size( fiIe, I);

veU(n)= polyval(pxa1700al.hwl (n» ;

vel_2(n)=polyval(pxaI700a2 ,hw2(n» ;

forn = 1: size(fiIe,1);



efang_l(n) = atan«cos(yaw(n)'pill80)-(vel_l(n)/8.06SS»/sin(-yaw(n)·pil180» ;

efang_2(n) =atan«cos(yaw(n)·pilI80)-(vel_2(n)/8 .0634» /sin(yaw(n)·p il I80» ;

retaef_l(n)= efang_l(n)'180/pi;

tetaeC2(n)=efang_2(n)'180/pi;

%repealforeverytile

plol(yaw.tetaeCl.'r+',yaw,tetaeC2,'gx' .yaw.tetaeCl,'y'.yaw.tetaef_2 ,'b');

titlet'Effecrive angle versus Teta yaw, Apr. 12.2000');

xlabek'Teta yaw.Degree') ;

ylabelt'Effective angle of wires. Degree');

C.3.3 Estimation of Fluctuating Vorticity Components

% Script tile 10 estimate the fluctuating vonicity components

loadpxa1700al ;

loadpxa1700a2;

loadpxaI700a3 ;

toadpxa1700a4;



filel ~ ['vmlll.dat'; 'vrn121.dat'; 'vrn131.dat'; 'vrn611.dat'; 'vrn621.dat'; 'vrn631.dat';

'vrn211.dat'; 'vrn221.dat'; 'vrn231.dat'; 'vm71I.dat'; 'vrn72l.dat' ; 'vrn73 I.dat'; 'vrn31I.dat' ;

'vrn32 1.dat'; 'vm331.dat'; 'vrn811.dat'; 'vrn821.dat'; 'vrn831.dat'; 'vrn411.dat'; 'vm42 1.dat';

'vrn431.dat'; 'vrn911.dat'; 'vrn921.dat'; 'vrn931.dat'; 'vrn511.dat'; 'vrn521.dat'; 'vrn531.dat';

file2=['vnlll.dat';'vn121.dat';'vnI3 1.dat';'vn611.dat' ;'vn621.dat';'vn631.dat';

'vn211.dat';' vn221.dat ';'vn231.dat'; 'vn711.dat'; 'vn72l.dat'; 'vn731.dat' ;'vn31I.dat';

'vn32 1.dat';' vn331.dat'; 'vn811.dat'; 'vn821.dat'; 'vn831.dat'; 'vn411.dat'; 'vn421.dat';

'vn43 1.dat';' vn911.dat';' vn921.dat';' vn931.dat'; 'vn511.dat'; 'vn521.dat';' vn531.dat'; ];

nu =0 .0000155;

neta_l=56.4064; %teta I effeetiveindegrees

neta_2=49.4436; 0/0teta 2 effective in degrees

tetal=neta_l·pilI80 ; %teta I effective in radian

teta2 ~neta_2·pilI80; %teta 2effeetive in radian

tanteta2=tan(teta2) ;

costeta1=cos(tetal );

ystar=[9.6711.66 12.678 .81 10.1310 .728.459.219 .675 .907 .288.015.466 .607 .28

5.23 6.20 6.79 4.94 5.74 6.194 .87 5.48 5.99 4.75 5.31 5.71];

for n=I:size(fiIe1.1);

tid=fopen(tilel(n. I:size(tile1,2)),'r');

data=fscantttid,'%i%i ',[4,inf]);



ndala_l=dala(I .:);

ndala_2=dala(2 .:);

ndala_3=dala(3 .:);

ndala_4=data(4 .:);

ul=polyval(pxaI700al .ndala_I);

u2= polyval(pxaI 700a2.ndala_2) ;

u3=polyval(pxa1700aJ.ndala_3);

u4=polyval(pxaJ700a4.ndala_4) ;

[z.wn)=bultord(14000/I5OOO.l5000/I5000 .l .50) ;

[z.wn)=bunord(9500/10000 .10000/10000 .1.50) ;

[b.a)=buner(z.wn);

u lf-flltertb.a.u l) ;

ul=ulf(I00:52001) ;

u2f=filler(b .a.u2);

u2=u2f(I00:52001);

u3f=filter(b .a.u3);

u3=u3f(I00:52001) ;



u4f=filter(b ,a,u4) ;

u4=u4f(lOO:52001);

forq=l :size(Ul.2);

u(q) = (costetal*ul(q»/(cos(tetal-atan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(tanteta2*ul(q)/u2(q)+tantetal»)))*cos(atan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(tanteta2*ul(q)/u2(q)+tantetal)));

v(q)= (costetal*ul(q))/(cos(tetal-atan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(tanteta2*ul(q)/u2(q)+tantetal»)))*sin(atan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(tanteta2*ul(q)/u2(q)+tantetal)));

u_mean(n)=mean(u(I .1:size(u.2)));

v_mean(n)=mean(v(l ,1:size(v.2))) ;

u...prime=u-u_mean(n);

fclose(fid);

uJms(n)=std(u);

vJms(n) = Sld(v);

tu(n)~(uJms(n)/u_mean(n»*IOO;

fori = 2:(size(ul.2)-2);

dvpdt(i) = (v"'prime(i+2)-v"'prime(i-l))/(3*dt) ;



dvpdt(i) = (v.Jlrime(i+l)-v.Jlrime(i-l» /(2*dl);

dvpdx(i) =dvpdl(i)/u_meaD(D);

dupdl(i) = (u.Jlrime(i+2)-u.Jlrime(i-l» /(3*dt) ;

dupdt(i) = (u.Jlrime(i+l)-u.Jlrime(i-l»/(2*dt);

dupdx(i) =dupdt(i)/u_meaD(D);

correm) = I.018S-0 .0319*yslar(D)-O.OOII*(ystar(D)jA2;

dupdy( i)=(u3(i)-u4(i» /(corre(D)*O.OOI3);

omegaz(i) =-dvpdx(i)-dupdy(i);

dvpdxrmstn)> stdtdvpdx) ;

dupdxrms(D)~sld(dupdx);

dupdyrmstn}> std(dupdy) ;

omegazrrns(D)=std(omegaz);

epsiloD(D)=IS*Du*(dupdxrms(D»"2;

etatn) = (Du"3/epsiloD(D»."O.2S;

tautn) = (DuiepsiloD(D»."O.S;

tK(D) =u_meaD(D)/(2*2217*eta(D»;

% mean of dissipation rate

% Kolomogorov length scale

% Kolomogorovtimescale

% Kclomogorov frequency



VK(n) = (nu*epsilon(n» ."O.25;

c1earbetasu}u2u3u4u--'primev-.primeuv ;

y=linspace(l ,27,27) ;

forn=1 :size(fiIe2.1);

fid= fopen(fiIe2(n,l :size(fiIe2.2» ,'r');

data=fscanttfid,%i%i', [4, inf]);

ndata_l=data(l .:);

ndata_2=data(2 ,:);

ndata_3=data(3 ,:);

ndata_4=data(4 ,:);

ul=potyval(pxa1700al.ndata_l);

u2=polyval(pxaI700a2,ndata_2);

u3=polyvat(pxaI 700aJ ,ndata_3);

u4=potyvat(pxaI700a4,ndata_4);

% Kolomogorov velocuy scale

[z,wn)=buttord(14000 /15000,15000115000, 1,50);

[z,wn)=buttord(9500 /10000,10000/10000, 1,50);



[b.a]=bulter(z.wn);

u lf-filterfb.a.ul );

ul=uIf(IOO :S2001);

u2f=filler(b.a,u2);

u2=u2f(IOO:S2001);

u3f=fiher(b.a.u3);

u3=u3f(IOO:S2001);

u4f=filler(b.a,u4) ;

u4=u4f(IOO:S2001);

forq=1 :size(ul,2);

uxz(q) = (COSletal·ul(q))/(COS(letal-alan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(lanleta2·ul(q)/u2(q)+tanletal»»·COs(alan«ul(q)/u2(q)

1)/(lanleta2·ul(q)/u2(q)+tanletal)));

w(q)= (COSletal·ul(q)/(COS(lelal-alan«ul(q)/u2(q)

l) /(lanleta2·u l(q)/u2(q)+tanletal»)))·sin(alan«U I(q)/u2(q)

1)/(lanleta2·ul(q)/u2(q)+tanletal)));

uxz_mean(n)=mean(uxz(I ,I :size(uxz.2)));

w_mean(n)=mean(w(I,I :size(w,2))) ;

uxz...prime=uxz-uxz_mean(n);



fclose(fid);

uxzJms(n)=sld(uxz);

w_rms(n)=sld(w);

luxz(n)~(uxz_rms(n)/uxz_mean(n)*IOO;

fori = Z:(size(ul ,Z)-Z);

dwpdl(i) = (w"prime(i+Z)-w"prime(i-I))/(3*dl);

dwpdl(i) = (w..prime(i+\ )-w..prime(i.I))/(Z*dl);

dwpdx(i) = dwpdt(i)/uxz_mean(n) ;

duxzpdtfi) = (uxz..prime(i+Z)-uxz..prime(i·\) /(3*dt) ;

duxzpdtfi) = (uxz..prime(i+\)-uxz..prime(i -I) /(2*dl) ;

duxzpdx(i) =duxzpdl(i)/uxz_mean(n);

corre(n) = 1.018S-0.0319*yslar(n)-O.OOI I*(yslar(n)A2;

dupdz(i)=(u3(i)-u4(i) /(corre(n)*O.00I3) ;

omegay(i) =dupdz(i)+dwpdx(i);



dwpdxrms(n)= std(dwpdx);

duxzpdxrms(n)=std(duxzpdx);

dupdzrms(n)=std(dupdz);

omegayrms(n)=std(omegay);

clear beta s ul u2 u3 u4 uxzprime w-prime uxz w;

%repeat for every file

save umean.dat y u_mean uxz_mean -ASCII;

savetu inten.datytutuxz-ASCII;

saveuvrms .datyu_rmsv_rms-ASCII;

saveuwrms .datyuxz_rmsw_rms -ASCIl ;

save pdxrrns.dat y dvpdxrms dwpdxrms -ASCII;

savedurms.dat ydupdyrmsdupdzrmsoASCII;

save ornega.dat y omegazrms omegayrms -ASCII;

save vwmean.dat y v_mean w_mean -ASCII;

save epseta.dat y epsilon eta-ASCII;

savetautk.dat ytautK-ASCII;

savedupdx.datydupdxrmsduxzpdxrms-ASCII;

save vk.dat y VK -ASCII;

clearnmfidpxaI700alpxaI700a2pxaI700a3pxaI700a4tetalteta2lteta_llteta_2;



C.3.4 Wavelet Energy Spectrum

% program for Wavelet spectrum analysis

loadpxro 700al ;

loadpxro700a2 ;

file I = ['xbl I Ldat';

file2= ['xdlI l.dat ';

neta_I=42.9980; % teta l elTective in degrees

neta_2=38.7307; % leta 2 effective in degrees

tetal=neta_l·pilI80 ; %tetalelTeetiveinradian

teta2=neta_2·p ilI80 ; % teta 2 effective in radian

tanteta2=tan(teta2) ;

costetal=co s(tetal) ;

forn=l :size(fiIel ,I) ;

fid =fopen(fiIel(n, l :size(fiIel,2» ,'r');

data = fscanflfld, '%i %i', [2, infJ);

ndata_l =dataO, :);



ndata_2=data(2.:);

ul=polyval(pxtll700al.ndata_I);

u2=polyval(pxtll700a2.ndata_2);

ul=ul(IOOO:I0000);

forq=l :size(u\.2):

u(q)=(costetal·ul(q))/(cos(tetal-atan«ul(q)/u2(q)I) /(tanteta2·ul(q)/u2(q)

+tanteta l )))) · cos(atan« u l (q)/u2(q)- I)/(tanteta2· u l (q)/u2(q)+tanteta I)));

v(q) = (costetal·ul(q»)/(cos(tetal-atan«ul(q)/u2(q)-I) /(tanteta2·ul(q)

/u2(q)+tanteta l ) ))· sin(atan« ul (q)/u2(q)- I)/(tanteta2· u l(q)/u2(q)+tanteta l )));

u_mean(n)=mean(u(l.I :size(u.2)));

v_mean(n)=mean(v(I .I :size(v.2)));

u-prime=u-u_mean(n);

cleardatandata_Indata_2;

fclose(tid) ;

cl=ewt(u-prime.2:256.'mexh');

ua=columns(cl) ;

c2=ewt(v-prime.2 :256.·mexh');

va=columns(c2);



c1earbelasulu2u vulfu2fuuvvuvinsujlrime vjlrimeclc2;

end;

forn= l:size(fiIe2,1);

%repeal for every file

fid=fopen(fiIe2(n.I :size(fiIe2,2»,'r ');

dala=fscanf(fid,%i%i', [2. inf]);

ndala_l =dala(I ,:);

ndala_2=dala(2, :);

ul=polyval(pd0700al .ndala_ l) ;

u2 =po lyval(pd0700a2.ndala_2);

u l=ul (lOOO:IOOOO);

u2=u2(IOOO:1OOOO);

for q =1:size(ul,2) ;

w(q) = (cosletal*ul(q»)/(cos(letal-atan«ul(q)!u2(q)-I) !(lanleta2*u l(q) !u2(q)

+lanlela l»» *sin(alan« ul (q)!u2(q)- I)!(lanleta2*u l(q)!u2(q)+lanleta l » );

w_mean(n)=mean(w(l,I :size(w,2)));

wjlrime = w-w_mean(n);

fclose(fid);

c3=cwt(wjlrime,2:256,'mexh');

wa=columns(c3);



clearbetasul u2uxzwulfu2fwwuwinsw..Jlrime c3;

%repeat for every file

savespwengl 1l .dat uava wa-ASCU ;

clearnmfidfilelfile2pxf0700alpxIll700a2tetalteta2neta_lneta_2;

c1earqpitot_velpressrhotempuu vvww ;

% Function used in the "Spectrom-wavelet.m" file

funetionAVC=columns(inpl)

forp=I :(size(inpl .I)) ;

sumco(p)=O ;

forq=I :(size(inpl.2)) ;

sumco(p)=sumco(p)+(inpl(p.q))A2;

end;

AVC(p)=sumco(p) ;
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